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ABSTRACT 
Brian J. Wardyga. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEXT MESSAGE VOLUME AND 
FORMAL WRITING PERFORMANCE AMONG UPPER LEVEL HIGH SCHOOL 
STUDENTS AND COLLEGE FRESHMEN. (under the direction of Dr. Daniel Baer) 
School of Education, Liberty University, April, 2012. 
 
The purpose of this study was to reveal whether there is a relationship between students’ 
volume of text messaging and formal writing performance on the Scholastic Aptitude 
Test writing section.  The study also examined gender as a contributing variable in this 
measure.  As a supplementary correlation, student text message volume was also 
compared to their Writing I course final grade.  The study focused solely on texting 
because texting has become the preferred method of telecommunication among teens and 
young adults (Lindley, 2008, p. 19).  The design included a questionnaire that collected 
data to show whether any relationships exist that indicate a correlation between paired 
scores.  The sample was taken from college freshmen who have completed the SAT 
writing test and who finished ENG100, 101, 101H, or equivalent freshman writing course 
during the fall 2011 semester.  The results of the study showed a significant negative 
relationship between female students’ average monthly text message volume and SAT 
writing scores.   
 
Descriptors: text messaging, SMS, writing scores, high school students, college 
freshmen, higher education, relationship, correlation 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Background 
Text messaging has become one of the preferred methods of telecommunication 
for teens and young adults today.  To promote the use of such technology, most cellular 
service providers such as AT&T Mobility, Verizon Wireless, T-Mobile, and Sprint offer 
unlimited texting plans as options to their services.  In addition, there are the newer 
“smartphones” like the Blackberry, iPhone, and Droid, which make the process of 
sending a text message all the more easier for consumers.  Current research on the subject 
reveals that text messaging is on the rise as a dominant form of communication among 
people today.  The Nielson Company (2009) reported that “the average U.S. mobile teen 
now sends or receives an average of 2,899 text-messages per month compared to 191 
calls” and that “the average number of texts has gone up 566% in just two years, far 
surpassing the average number of calls, which has stayed nearly steady” (p. 8). 
Figure 1.1 
Average Number of Monthly Texts and Phone Calls – U.S. Mobile Teens 13-17 Student 
Demographics at a Glance from The Nielsen Company (2009, p. 8). 
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It was further reported that “more than half of all U.S. teen mobile subscribers (66%) say 
they actually prefer text-messaging to calling” [and] “thirty-four percent say it’s the 
reason they got their phone” (The Nielson Company, 2009, p. 8).  See Appendix A for 
more recent comparisons between text messaging and other methods of communication.   
Such claims were supported by the Pew Research Center, where a recent study by 
Amanda Lenhart, Rich Ling, Scott Campbell, and Kristen Purcell (2010) showed that 
“between February 2008 and September 2009, daily use of text messaging by teens shot 
up from 38% in 2008 to 54% of all teens saying they text every day in 2009” (p. 30).  
Beyond the increase in frequency, teens are also reported to be sending large quantities of 
text messages day.  According to Lenhart, Ling, Campbell, and Purcell (2010):  
About 14% of teens send between 100-200 texts a day, or between 3000 
and 6000 text messages a month. Another 14% of teens send more than 
200 text messages a day – or more than 6000 texts a month. In light of 
these findings, it is not surprising that three-quarters of teens (75%) have 
an unlimited text messaging plan. (p. 32) 
Figure 1.2 
Percent of Teen Texters and the Number of Text Messages They Send Per Day from 
Lenhart, Ling, Campbell, and Purcell, (2010, p. 32). 
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Lenhart and her colleagues identified three main reasons why teens are choosing 
texting over talking (p. 47).  First, sending text messages is a form of asynchronous 
communication and is more discrete than traditional voice phone calls.  Second, text 
messaging can serve as a “buffer” when communicating with friends around parents—in 
addition to being a more comfortable form of communication when discussing intimate 
or personal subjects with possible romantic interests.  Lastly, Lenhart, Ling, Campbell, 
and Purcell (2010) described texting as “a simple way to keep up with friends when there 
is nothing special that needs to be communicated” (p. 47). 
Just as talk time has become shorter, text messages themselves are a short method 
of communication.  According to Buczynski (2008), “text messaging, or more 
specifically, SMS (Short Message Service) texting enables text messages up to 160 
characters long to be sent and received by mobile phones” (p. 263).  At an average word 
length of five, an average “text” would only allow a total of 32 words per message.   
This limitation in characters may be one of the reasons teens tend to abbreviate 
and often ignore the rules of spelling and grammar when texting.  Another reason for 
abbreviations is the use of secret codes (see Appendix B).  With the many abbreviations 
used by teens when texting, it is no wonder that teenagers are sending and receiving 
thousands of text messages each month.  As Vosloo (2009) made clear, “texting does not 
always follow the standard rules of English grammar, nor usual word spellings.  It is so 
pervasive that some regard it as an emergent language register in its own right” (p. 2).  
Like any new technology or rising trend, there will be people in the media and research 
fields seeking to both understand its potential, as well as determine whether any negative 
consequences could result from its use. 
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The majority of the current literature on text messaging has focused on 
sociological connections (Taylor & Harper, 2003; Faulkner & Culwin, 2005; Igarashi, 
Takai, & Yoshida, 2005) and emotional links (Reid & Reid, 2007; Igarashi, Motoyoshi, 
Takai, & Yoshida, 2008; Lin & Peper, 2009), literacy (McWilliam, Schepman, & 
Rodway, 2009; Plester, Wood, & Joshi, 2009; Rosen, Chang, Erwin, Carrier, & Cheever, 
2010), and the ways schools can use the technology to enhance a student’s education 
(Harley, Winn, Pemberton, & Wilcox, 2007; Hill, Hill, & Sherman, 2007; Naismith, 
2007; Buczynski, 2008).  While studies have shown positive correlations between 
students who text and the intimacy levels of their communication (Igarashi, Takai, & 
Yoshida, 2005), questions still remain in regards to texting and its relationship to formal 
writing ability in the classroom.   
One such inquiry into text messaging is to determine whether the time high school 
and college students spend texting instead of talking over the phone has a positive or 
negative impact on their formal writing skills.  A thorough literature review has 
uncovered little research regarding the impact of texting on formal writing skills and the 
research that has been done is somewhat contradictory.  Dr. Beverly Plester, the head 
researcher on the Children's Text Messaging and Literacy projects at Coventry 
University, has conducted studies with her colleagues on children that show a positive 
correlation between text message volume and their competence with literacy and 
language (Plester, Wood, & Joshi, 2009, p. 158). 
A study by Larry Rosen, Jennifer Chang, Lynne Erwin, L. Mark Carrier, and 
Nancy A. Cheever (2010) showed a positive relationship between texting and informal 
writing, but a negative correlation between texting volume and formal writing among 
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young adults (p. 433).  Another scholar on the subject is executive director emeritus of 
the National Writing Project and lecturer at the University of California's Berkeley 
Graduate School of Education, Richard Sterling.  Sterling concluded that a sufficient 
amount of writing, even through texting, is very beneficial and can develop student 
writing in a positive way (Vosloo, 2009, p. 5-6). 
This quantitative research study has been designed to examine whether there is a 
relationship between the number of text messages students send and receive per month 
and their ability to effectively write formal papers at the high school and college level—
both on the SAT Writing Test and in their freshman college writing course. 
Problem Statement 
 The problem is that texting is replacing talking among teens (Lindley, 2008, p. 
19) yet their primary form of communication in the classroom is oral communication and 
formal writing.  In addition, texting is being blamed for hampering students’ formal 
writing skills.  Plester, Wood, and Bell (2008) claimed texting (which is more 
conversationally based) is appearing in standard written English and that “this concern, 
often cited in the media, is based on anecdotes and reported incidents of text language 
used in schoolwork” (p. 138).  Rosen, Chang, Erwin, Carrier, and Cheever (2010) added 
that “educators and the media have decried the use of these shortcuts, suggesting that 
they are causing youth … to lose the ability to write acceptable English prose” (p. 421).  
Lastly, Vosloo (2009) agreed that “for a number of years teachers and parents have 
blamed texting for two ills: the corruption of language and the degradation in spelling of 
youth writing” (p. 2). 
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At this time, only a small number of studies have been focused on the impact that 
high levels of text messaging may have on teenagers, and even fewer studies have been 
focused on their ramifications on formal writing in an education setting.  Simply put, 
further research is needed to reveal the impact that high levels of text messaging may 
have on teenagers and young adults when it comes to formal writing in the high school 
and college classroom. 
Purpose Statement 
 The purpose of this study was to reveal whether there is a relationship between 
students’ average monthly volume of text messaging and formal writing performance at 
the high school and college level.  First-year college students were chosen for this study 
because “they communicate with friends via MPTM (mobile phone text messages) on a 
daily basis, and have many opportunities for forming new relationships upon arriving to 
campus” (Igarashi, Takai, & Yoshida, 2005, p. 692).  The study sought to determine 
whether there was a relationship between the number of text messages that these students 
sent/received and their scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) writing test.  A 
second correlational examination was made between the students’ more recent average 
text message volume and their final Writing I grades at the end of the fall 2011 semester.  
Each study also examined gender as a possible contributing factor in such correlations. 
Significance of the Study 
 This study is significant to the subject in the following ways: 
1. It addresses the question that so many teachers, parents, and students have about 
the potential relationship(s) between SMS technology and students’ formal 
writing skills in the classroom. 
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2. The study may lead educators and students to a greater understanding of how text 
messaging volume may relate to a teenager’s writing development and ability to 
effectively present him or herself through writing. 
3. It may provide administrative insight as to how text messaging should be 
managed by the school; e.g. should it be encouraged or banned from the 
classroom?  
4. It can be of value in solving the problem by providing theories about the 
relationship(s) to be tested with further research.  For example, if a relationship 
were to be found between high text message volume and low writing scores, 
studies could be conducted to determine if one variable leads to the other. 
5. It could encourage future studies such as the association between the frequency 
and/or volume of technology usage and the quality of formal writing by students 
of all ages. 
 This research applies to other similar studies by cross-examining and expanding 
their focus from sociological and emotional links, gender, writing and literacy, to oral 
communication skills and behaviors.  It re-evaluates topics of gender and psychology 
studied by Igarashi, Faulkner, Reid, and their colleagues; it expands upon the 
ethnographic studies of Taylor and Harper; it builds upon Plester’s studies on texting 
and literacy by examining an older age group; it helps lead to a closer answer to 
McWilliam, Schepman, and Rodway’s assumption that text messaging is absorbed 
into the human language; and it provides meaningful contributions to the literature on 
ways that schools can utilize the technology to enhance the educational experience. 
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 The project is important to the college of study by putting the institution on the 
record as one of the pioneering regional colleges to participate in this area of 
research.  It could also enhance the reputation of the school’s Communication 
curriculum, which is one of the fastest growing majors at the college.  The study 
could later be conducted on a wider scale to affect change not only in higher 
education, but also in high schools across the globe.  As The Christian Science 
Monitor's Justin Reich (2008) explained: 
Failure to harness that potential energy would prove a terrible misstep at 
this junction in American education.  As educators, we face two choices. 
We can scorn youth for their emoticons (☺), condemn their 
abbreviations (Th. Jefferson would have disapproved), and lament the 
time students spend writing in ways adults do not understand.  Or, we 
can embrace the writing that students do every day, help them learn to 
use their social networking tools to create learning networks, and 
ultimately show them how the best elements of their informal 
communication can lead them to success. (p. 2) 
Wolsey (2009) agreed that “when adults respond by looking for potential benefits and 
setting clear norms for behavior, teens can benefit through increased access to written 
forms of communication and improved social skills” (p. 1).  For Christian educators, 
helping students communicate effectively means aiding in their ability to spread glory 
to The Lord’s kingdom.   
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Research Questions  
1. Is there a relationship between students’ average monthly volume of text 
messaging and their formal writing performance on the SAT writing placement 
test?  
2. Is there a relationship between male students’ average monthly volume of text 
messaging and their formal writing performance on the SAT writing placement 
test? 
3. Is there a relationship between female students’ average monthly volume of text 
messaging and their formal writing performance on the SAT writing placement 
test? 
4. Is there a relationship between college students’ average monthly volume of text 
messaging and formal writing performance in their first semester college writing 
course? 
5. Is there a relationship between male college students’ average monthly volume of 
text messaging and formal writing performance in their first semester college 
writing course? 
6. Is there a relationship between female college students’ average monthly volume 
of text messaging and formal writing performance in their first semester college 
writing course? 
Hypotheses  
1. There will be no significant relationship between the average number of text 
messages the entire sample sent and received per month and their formal 
writing performance on the SAT writing section. 
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2. There will be no significant relationship between the average number of text 
messages male students sent and received per month and their formal writing 
performance on the SAT writing section. 
3. There will be no significant relationship between the average number of text 
messages female students sent and received per month and their formal 
writing performance on the SAT writing section. 
4. There will be no significant relationship between the average number of text 
messages the entire sample sent and received per month and their formal 
writing performance as based on their freshman Writing I course final grade.   
5. There will be no significant relationship between the average number of text 
messages male students sent and received per month and their formal writing 
performance as based on their freshman Writing I course final grade.   
6. There will be no significant relationship between the average number of text 
messages female students sent and received per month and their formal 
writing performance as based on their freshman Writing I course final grade.   
Identification of Variables 
Correlation A: The correlation of students’ average monthly total text 
message volume prior to taking the SAT with their SAT writing score. 
Independent Variable #1: Students’ average monthly total text message volume 
prior to taking the SAT.  This number represents the average monthly total number of 
text messages sent and received by each student over the two months prior to the students 
taking the SAT.  Monthly text message totals for the two requested months were self-
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reported by each student and validated by an electronic or hard copy of the student’s cell 
phone bill. 
Independent Variable #2: The second independent variable to be included in the 
study was the students’ gender.  Gender was self-reported by each student and validated 
by matching the student’s response to the gender question with his or her official record 
on file at the college Registrar’s office. 
Dependent Variable #1: Students’ SAT writing score.  This score, which ranges 
between 200 and 800 points, included the highest score the student obtained on the 
writing section of the Scholastic Aptitude Test.  This score’s correlation between 
Independent Variable #1 (the students’ average monthly text message volume before 
taking the SAT) was the main scope of the study.  This number was self-reported by each 
student and validated by the matching the score to the student’s official SAT record on 
file at the college Registrar’s office. 
Correlation B: The correlation of students’ average monthly total text 
message volume prior to taking their Writing I course with their Writing 
course I final grade. 
Independent Variable #1: Students’ average monthly total text message volume 
prior to taking their formal college writing course.  This number represents the average 
monthly total number of text messages sent and received by each student over the two 
months (July and August) prior to the students taking their formal freshman writing 
course.  Monthly text message totals for three requested months were self-reported by 
each student and validated by an electronic or hard copy of the student’s cell phone bill. 
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Independent Variable #2: The second independent variable to be included in the 
study was the students’ gender.  Gender was self-reported by each student and validated 
by matching the student’s response to the gender question with his or her official record 
on file at the college Registrar’s office. 
Dependent Variable #1: The students’ freshman college Writing I class final 
grade.  This was the official final grade each student obtained in his or her first semester 
college writing course and ranged between the scores of 0.7 and 4.0.  These scores were 
correlated between Independent Variable #2 (the students’ average monthly text message 
volume during the months of August and September [before the fall semester]) and 
served as the secondary scope of the study.  The first semester college writing course 
score were self-reported by each student and validated by the matching the score to the 
student’s official grade report on file at the college Registrar’s office. 
Assumptions and Limitations 
 Assumptions. 
The main assumption was that the student participants were considered to be in 
normal health and did not suffer from any serious conditions that would influence their 
text message volume.  Factors that may have been potentially influential to this study in 
which there are no hard data include; 1) whether or not the student was legally deaf or 
incapable of speaking (thus more than likely dramatically increasing the number of text 
messages that student sends and receives in a month), 2) whether the student was visually 
impaired (which would likely decrease the student’s tendency to text), and 3) whether the 
student had any physical handicaps in the fingers, such as arthritis (which again, could 
lessen the student’s tendency to text). 
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Second, the researcher assumed that students would be able to recall the month 
and year they took the SAT in order to report the data on the months of text messaging 
prior to taking this exam.  While the questionnaire did require verification for all text 
message volume reports, it did not ask students to provide documentation showing the 
exact date they took the SAT. 
Third, the researcher assumed that two months of text message data accurately 
portrayed the texting habits of the student participants for those given time periods.  This 
included the two months of text message data prior to taking the SAT as accurately 
portraying the participants’ texting habits as high school students, and the two months of 
text message data prior to taking the college writing course as accurately portraying the 
participants’ texting habits as high school graduates. 
Another assumption was that the participating students’ texting habits may have 
changed during the time before they took the SAT and months preceding their first 
semester in college.  This assumption maintained the position that the SAT scores and 
Writing I final grades should not be correlated together and that students’ text message 
averages for the months prior to taking the SAT and the months prior to taking their 
formal college writing course remain separate. 
At the time of this study, some major cell phone providers did not separate the 
text message sent and received totals on their monthly statements.  Since the text message 
volume data collected was a total number of sent and received messages for the month, 
the study assumed that most of these messages represented back and forth dialogs where 
the number of sent and received messages were approximately equal. 
Further assumptions were that the students had similar cell phone capabilities and 
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texting plans.  The factor that may have been potentially influential to this study (in 
which there will be no hard data) was whether or not the student used a standard cell 
phone with a simple numerical key pad or used a smart phone with a full QWERTY 
keyboard (which would likely increase the student’s tendency to text).  In addition, some 
students may not have had unlimited texting included in their cell phone plans.  Without 
an unlimited texting plan, some students may have been limited in the amount of texts 
they sent and received. 
There was also the assumption that the students’ final grade in their Writing I 
course would serve as an accurate reflection of their formal college writing skills.  An 
effort was be made to verify this assumption in the questionnaire, although that 
verification was dependent upon the accuracy of the students’ assessment of their own 
writing ability. 
Finally, there was the assumption that students’ self-reported answers were honest 
and accurate.  Fortunately, most of the students’ responses were able to be validated as 
described in the “Identification of Variables” section above. 
Limitations.  
• The study was only targeted toward freshman college students from one 
institution who were not the most ethnically diverse and were predominantly 
between the ages of 18 and 24. 
• The study only averaged two months of text message volume during the two 
months before the time students took the SAT for their monthly mean texting 
average in this correlation. 
• The study only averaged two months of text message volume during the two 
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months before the time students took their formal writing college course for their 
monthly mean texting average in this correlation. 
• The test results from the last time the students took the SAT exam may have been 
up to two to three years old, at a time where some of the students did not have a 
cell phone. 
• The study only sought a relationship between monthly text message volume and 
one validated writing instrument. 
• The study only sought a relationship between monthly text message volume and 
one college writing course grade. 
• In revealing the research questions to the students before distributing the 
questionnaire, the researcher may have introduced a potential for bias in their 
responses. 
• The Writing I course grades may not have served as an accurate reflection of 
every students’ formal college writing skills, as these grades may have consisted 
of a combination of writing projects in addition to students’ attendance, 
punctuality, participation, and other measures of classroom performance. 
• The study did not examine the students’ text message sent and received totals 
separately, because at the time of the study some providers did not separate these 
totals on their monthly statements. 
• The study did not examine the students’ cell phone plans (e.g. the number of free 
talk minutes or any text message limits they may have been restricted to following 
each month). 
• The study did not examine the students’ cell phone capabilities (e.g. whether they 
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had a Blackberry, a smart phone, or other phone with a keyboard interface that 
could result in easier texting). 
Research Plan 
The goal of the study was to collect and compare the two months of text message 
data before the students took the SAT with their SAT writing test writing scores, in 
addition to comparing more recent text message data with first semester writing course 
grades from students at a small private college in Massachusetts.  These comparisons 
revealed whether there was a relationship between the students’ volume of text 
messaging and their formal writing performance at the high school and college level.  
The researcher also collected data on gender to see if there was any significant difference 
when examining these variables independently. 
This study used the quantitative approach because it primarily involved the 
collection and analysis of numerical data and did not involve significant time spent in 
qualitative research conducting interviews or partaking in live observation.  Since using 
just one test for each data set provided sufficient power and reduced the chances of 
incorrect decisions (Types I & II errors), a test of differences between the two correlation 
coefficients (male & female) for each of the main research questions was necessary for 
the examination. 
Since there were two independent variables (one categorical and one continuous) 
and one continuous dependent variable for each group, the ideal test for this study was a 
test that focused on multiple regression where data could be used for prediction between 
variables and the amount of variance they accounted for.  Testing for multiple regression 
showed “how much variance in the DV [dependent variable] is accounted for by linear 
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combination of the IVs [independent variables]” [and] “how strongly related to the DV is 
the beta coefficient for each IV” (Marenco, 2011, p. 5). 
A multiple linear regression to assess this data with the intended power of 0.80, 
level of significance of 0.05, and a medium effect size of 0.25 (25 points on the SAT 
scores on a scale of 200 to 800 points, and a quarter of a point [0.25] on the students’ 
final writing course grade on a passing scale from 0.7 to 4.0) required a minimum sample 
size of 55 students to participate in the study.  This calculation was made using the 
statistical software program G*Power 3.1.3. 
Data Organization. 
The collected data was first organized into a spreadsheet with the following 
columns: 1. Student Name, 2. Gender, 3. Total Text Messages for Month A1, 4. Total 
Text Messages for Month A2, 5. Total Text Messages for Month B1, 6. Total Text 
Messages for Month B2, 7. Mean Text Messages for A (before SAT), 8. Mean Text 
Messages for B (before college writing course), 9. SAT Writing Score, and 10. Final 
Writing Course Grade (from their present college writing course). 
The statistical procedures that were used included the development of an interval 
scale that compared the means of each student’s mean monthly text message total (A) 
with their SAT writing score, monthly text message total (B) with their final college 
writing course grade, and then looked at each of these scales through the context of 
gender.  The data was then tested for any correlations that indicated relationships between 
the paired scores and whether those relationships were positive, negative, or insignificant.    
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
By definition, “text messaging, or more specifically, SMS (Short Message 
Service) texting enables text messages up to 160 characters long to be sent and received 
by mobile phones” (Buczynski, 2008, p. 263).  Recent literature supports the existence of 
a phenomenon with texting through reports on text message studies from CTIA and 
Harris Interactive. 
Figure 2.1 
2008 CTIA and Harris Interactive Poll Results from MarketingCharts.com (2008). 
 
 
Their research reveals that “for many teenagers, texting is replacing talking on 
cell phones, according to a new online poll of 2,089 U.S. teenagers” (Lindley, 2008, p. 
19).  This trend is clearly on the move.  Over five years ago Pew Internet and American 
Life Project (2005) claimed that “text messaging is more widely used among college-age 
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Generation Ys (i.e., 18-27 years old), as 63% of those with cell phones regularly send 
text messages” (p. 1).  With this significant transformation taking place, current research 
literature on text messaging has been focused on sociological and emotional links, 
gender, writing and literacy, and the ways schools can use the technology to enhance a 
student’s education.   
 For the greater part of human existence, oral communication and long hand 
writing have been our primary means of communicating.  But “for undergraduate 
students, the mobile phone (and in particular SMS [Short Message Service] text 
messaging) has become the technology of choice” (Longmate & Baber, 2002, p. 69).   
One of the reasons this technology has become so popular is that “people can send and 
receive messages wherever they want: in restaurants, museums, cars, buses, trains, shops 
and while walking in the street” (Nakamura, 2001, p. 77).  However, just because 
something is popular does not mean that it is not without consequence.  As Plester, 
Wood, and Bell (2008) explained: 
There has been concern about the supplanting of standard written English 
by what is often seen as the more conversationally based and 
orthographically reduced medium of texting language. This concern, often 
cited in the media, is based on anecdotes and reported incidents of text 
language used in schoolwork. (p. 138) 
Rosen, Chang, Erwin, Carrier, and Cheever (2010) added that both educators and media 
professionals have suggested that text messaging is causing young people “to lose the 
ability to write acceptable English prose” (p. 421). 
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Because the technology is relatively new, the majority of peer-reviewed literature 
on text messaging and high school or college-age students has only been written within 
the last five years.  This literature has predominantly focused on sociological and 
emotional links, gender differences, and the ways that schools can use the technology to 
enhance their students’ education. 
Theoretical Framework 
The theoretical framework for this project was grounded in theories, 
generalizations and research findings focused on text messaging and writing.  The 
framework of this study that concerned writing was based on the theories of Moffett and 
Gibson who “contend that these choices are determined by one's sense of the relation of 
speaker, subject, and audience” (Flower & Hayes, 1981, p. 365).  In other words, the 
style and substance of one’s writing is a matter of context that can and will vary from 
situation to situation.  This theory supports the idea that students may write one way 
when sending text messages to friends and an entirely different way when writing formal 
papers for their college professors.  The framework is reinforced by Lloyd Bitzer’s 
“Rhetorical Situation” theory which “argues that speech always occurs as a response to a 
rhetorical situation, which he succinctly defines as containing an exigency (which 
demands a response), an audience, and a set of constraints” (Flower & Hayes, 1981, p. 
365).    
While research on text messaging has shown positive correlations between 
students who text and the intimacy levels of their communication (Igarashi, Takai, & 
Yoshida, 2005), questions still remain in regards to texting and its relationship to formal 
writing ability in the classroom.  For formal writing and literacy, current research has 
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been somewhat contradictory.  Studies by Beverly Plester and colleagues have revealed a 
positive relationship between texting and writing performance (Plester, Wood, & Joshi, 
2009), but studies by Larry Rosen and colleagues have shown a negative correlation 
(Rosen, Chang, Erwin, Carrier, & Cheever, 2010).  Plester’s work has been 
predominantly on younger, grade school children, while Rosen’s study focused on 
college aged students.  Beyond one study by Rosen, very few studies focusing on text 
message volume and formal writing scores in this age group have been identified.  The 
lack of research in this area and contradictory results to what has been examined with 
younger students were the main reasons for this study. 
Review of the Literature 
Quality Writing. 
 Hines and Basson (2008) explained that “writing is first and foremost a thinking 
process.  It involves communicating ideas by first assembling supporting evidence, 
carefully analyzing an audience, and tailoring a message to achieve a desired outcome” 
(p. 297).  On the topic of thinking, authors Ronald T. Kellogg and Bascom A. Raulerson 
III (2007) suggested that “in order to achieve higher levels of writing performance, the 
working memory demands of writing processes should be reduced so that executive 
attention is free to coordinate interactions among them” (p. 237).  Their article, 
Improving the Writing Skills of College Students explained that: 
Writing well is a major cognitive challenge, because it is at once a test of 
memory, language, and thinking ability. It demands rapid retrieval of 
domain-specific knowledge about the topic from long-term memory 
(Kellogg, 2001). A high degree of verbal ability is necessary to generate 
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cohesive text that clearly expresses the ideational content (McCutchen, 
1984). Writing ability further depends on the ability to think clearly about 
substantive matters. (p. 237) 
Kellogg and Raulerson reviewed numerous studies on the writing process to reveal three 
facts involved with self-regulatory control of the writing process.  These facts include; 1. 
the proven correlation between measures of working memory capacity and writing 
performance, 2. the fact that children have limited literary fluency until their mechanical 
skills in handwriting and spelling are developed, and 3. that it takes approximately a 
decade of experience to use writing as a means of thinking and language production 
(Kellogg, & Raulerson III, 2007, p. 238).   
 The authors’ theory of deliberate practice to improve writing ability was based on 
the aforementioned facts, as well as the following factors: 
(1) the maturation of working memory throughout adolescence (Sowell, 
Thompson, Holmes, Jernigan, & Toga, 1999), (2) learning strategies for 
prewriting, drafting, and revision that manage the demands of composition 
(Fayol, 1999), and (3) rapid retrieval of domain-specific knowledge from 
long-term memory when needed during composition, thus avoiding the 
need for transient storage in short-term working memory (Kellogg, 2001; 
McCutchen, 2000). (p. 238) 
Kellogg and Raulerson’s (2007) theory of deliberate practice suggested two necessary 
elements for successful implementation: spaced practice (distributed learning over time 
instead of crammed learning during long sessions) and timely feedback (p. 239).  In 
conclusion, “such practice helps writers to gain cognitive control over text production by 
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reducing the individual working memory demands of planning ideas, text generation, and 
reviewing ideas and text” (Kellogg, & Raulerson III, 2007, p. 241).   
Writing Instruction and Assessment Technology. 
 It is important to examine technological and classroom writing 
instruction/assessment since the scope of this study involved the comparison of text 
message volume (technological in the sense that many texting applications contain word 
and sentence correction tools) and formal writing on the SAT and in the college 
classroom.  Writing software which substitutes for a physical instructor outside the 
classroom typically identifies errors in “sentences, nonparallel or incorrect sentence 
structure, overuse of conjunctions, and incorrect shifts in sentence structure” (Mills, 
2010, p. 654).  Since these are the same types of errors that a physical instructor would 
correct, the research below will examine both technological and classroom instructor 
writing assessment to see if there is any significant difference between the two. 
In her article Does Using an Internet Based Program for Improving Student 
Performance in Grammar and Punctuation Really Work in a College Composition 
Course?, Roxanne Mills (2010) “investigated the impact of an Internet based program 
designed to improve basic writing skills on grammar and punctuation scores on an 
English Competency Test” (p. 652).  The Internet program she assessed claimed to 
examine students’ mechanics, punctuation, and grammar skills (p. 654).  Mills’ study 
sought to ascertain whether an unidentified on-line program could improve English 
Competency Test scores in the subjects of grammar and punctuation for Composition II 
students (p. 654). 
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Mills coded the Control Group (students who did not use the online program) as 
“Test Group 1” and compared English Competency Test scores with the Treatment 
Group 1 (students who did use the program) “Test Group 2” (p. 654).  She also tested a 
separate comparison of scores “between the Control Group (Test Group 1), which did not 
use the program, and Treatment Group 2 (Test Group 3), which used the program in 
conjunction with correcting rough drafts of their papers” (Mills, 2010, p. 654).  Mills’ 
study did not find a statistical difference in the English Competency Test scores in either 
grammar or punctuation between the two groups in any of the tests (p. 655). 
Similar to there being little difference in student writing performance when 
comparing computer instruction to human instruction, computer assessment is becoming 
more and more comparable to human assessment of student writing.  Kellogg and 
Raulerson (2007) explained that Educational Testing Service’s “e-rater system” for the 
Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT) has shown an 87%-94% agreement 
with expert human graders and that another computer-based test, the Intelligent Essay 
Assessor, has correlated .81 with human assessors (p. 240).  With the convenience of 
instant feedback, “computer-based feedback on preliminary drafts could motivate 
students to improve their scores before they turn in their papers for feedback from peers 
or instructors” (Kellogg, & Raulerson III, 2007, p. 240).   
 Computer-based feedback showed positive results for high schools in the 
Pittsburgh Public School District (Ullman, 2006, p. 76).  To improve the reading and 
writing skills of their students, the district adopted AutoSkill’s “Academy of Reading,” a 
computer program where students are tested to for writing weaknesses, where the 
program then generates a personalized action plan based on the results (p. 76).  Ullman 
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(2006) also identified Conyers Middle School in Georgia as using Vantage Learning’s 
“My Access,” an Internet-based writing program that provides both remedial instruction 
and instant scoring (p. 76).  The software allowed the students “to have more quantity, 
which led to higher quality.  After one year, the results were phenomenal: eighth graders’ 
passing rate on meeting state standards in writing went from 84 percent to 91 percent” 
(Ullman, 2006, p. 76). 
The Use of Text Messaging in Educational Institutions. 
 On the theme of SMS use in an educational setting, Dave Harley, Sandra Winn, 
Sarah Pemberton, and Paula Wilcox have been studying how text messaging can be used 
to support students’ transition from high school to college.  Citing Mintel (2005), the 
authors stated that cell phone ownership of 15 to 24 year-olds in the United Kingdom has 
reached 93% and that SMS technology was available on all mobile phones (p. 229).  
With such a large number of students using this technology, the authors set out to 
accomplish two aims.  The first aim was “to explore the role of text messaging in 
students’ everyday social interactions; and the second being to assess the extent to which 
carefully designed messages from university staff could help to support students in the 
early stages of their degree” (Harley, Winn, Pemberton, & Wilcox, 2007, p. 230). 
 As for the role of text messaging in students’ everyday social interactions, text 
messaging was found to be used much more than voice calls (p. 233).  The authors 
explained that their qualitative analysis (with interviews of 30 students) showed that “text 
messaging is the dominant mode of electronic communication amongst students and 
plays a central role in maintaining their social networks” (Harley, Winn, Pemberton, & 
Wilcox, 2007, p. 229).  The reasons for this included the asynchronous quality of texting, 
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in addition to being able to use the technology as an “emotional buffer” which made 
communicating sensitive issues much easier (p. 234).  Other students uses of SMS 
technology reported in the study included maintaining contact with close family members 
and using it as a way to sustain a sense of presence with support networks (p. 235). 
 For the purpose of the study and assessment, the SMS program used for university 
staff to help to support students in the early stages of their degree was called Student 
Messenger.  The Student Messenger application enabled college staff to send text 
messages through their computers to groups of student cell phones in a fashion similar to 
sending a group email.  Harley, Winn, Pemberton, and Wilcox (2007) described the 
process as follows: 
The Student Messenger application was installed on the computers of 
these staff students’ mobile phone numbers, together with their names and 
course information, were imported into the application from a spreadsheet.  
The staff [members] were then able to send text messages to the entire 
cohort, to individual students or to user-defined groups such as personal 
tutor groups. (p. 232) 
Three types of messages were sent, including 1. administrative texts on institutional 
matters, 2. personal tutor messages and greetings, and 3. supplementary communication 
when students could not be reached by phone or email (p. 232). 
The study picked up important cues from students’ reactions to the use of SMS 
technology, such as a sense of urgency from the messages’ timeliness, the feeling that the 
texts were personal communication, and also a shared activity among students (p. 336).  
It was also discovered that new college students often require more assistance than can be 
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provided by their peers and that “text messaging is integral to students’ everyday social 
relationships and provides peer support in two areas: support to help them negotiate 
administrative structures and emotional support” (Harley, Winn, Pemberton, & Wilcox, 
2007, p. 237).  Lastly, the authors claimed that text messaging by university staff could 
potentially enhance student support provided by academic departments through the use of 
the desktop computer application Student Messenger.   
 Information Today columnist Don Hawkins explained that “many library services 
are being developed for mobile devices; examples are reference services sent to SMS 
users [and] notifications when held materials have arrived at the library” (Hawkins, 2006, 
p. 1).  James A. Buczynski showed how such technology is now being used in school 
libraries in his article, Bridging the Gap: Libraries Begin to Engage Their Menacing 
Mobile Phone Hordes Without Shhhhh!  According to Buczynski, “libraries are beginning 
to engage their users via mobile phones in four ways: audio tours, text message reference 
service, text message alerts, and mobile library collection search engines” (Buczynski, 
2008, p 261).   
Technology that allows students to text message the librarian now exists at 
Southeastern Louisiana University (Text A Librarian), Curtin University of Technology 
(SMS a Query), Swinburne University of Technology (Contact Us), and University 
College (Ask a Librarian Text Messaging).  Buczynski (2008) explained that text 
messaging was discussed as being more effective than email during the Virginia Tech 
tragedy (p. 265).   
 J. B. Hill, Cherie Madarash Hill, and Dayne Sherman wrote about this technology 
being used at Sims Memorial Library at Southeastern Louisiana University called “Text 
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A Librarian.”  Established in the fall of 2005, this real-time virtual reference service is a 
highly interactive environment where “Southeastern students, faculty, and staff … use the 
text message feature of their cell phones to send questions to and receive answers from 
the library” (Hill, Hill, & Sherman, 2007, p. 17).  This type of communication frees up 
lines at the circulation desk and saves students from having to travel across (and often 
down several flights of stairs) to ask the librarian a quick reference question.  Hill, Hill, 
and Sherman (2007) explain how the process works: 
To use the “Text A Librarian” service, Southeastern students text a 
question to the Library’s number.  The message then goes to the 
redcoal.com server in Sydney, Australia.  It is converted to an e-mail 
message and sent to the Library’s “Ask A Librarian” e-mail account.  The 
librarian at the reference desk reads the question using the Library’s e-
mail client (Eudora) and either uses Eudora’s reply option or opens 
redcoal’s “e-mail/SMS” tool to reply to the question. (p. 22) 
All of the student transactions take place on their cell phones, while all of the librarian’s 
transactions take place within his or her email account (p. 23).  Hill, Hill, and Sherman’s 
study showed the use of the system to be relatively low with students back in 2007, with 
text messaging accounting for only about 6% of communication with the librarian.  While 
it may have been a slow start, such SMS technology could certainly be used in additional 
areas of education as well, such as administration communication with students as it is 
being used at schools such as the University of Birmingham, UK discussed below. 
 Another article that has been written on SMS in education includes how text 
messaging can be used to support administrative communication in higher education.   
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Laura Naismith from the University of Birmingham, UK set out to “investigate how a 
text messaging service could be better integrated within current staff and student activity 
systems as a means of providing administrative communication” (Naismith, 2007, p. 
158).  Naismith claimed that text messaging must be integrated into the student and staff 
experience for educators to be effective with today’s generation of students (p. 155).  Her 
article addressed some of the many ways colleges and universities could use text message 
technology with students, including supporting and motivating them, sending them alerts 
and reminders, as well as a means of educational content delivery (p. 156). 
Naismith (2007) conducted a 2-semester trial to investigate the feasibility of using 
an email-to-text message service called “StudyLink” in an educational setting.  This 
service operated just like Student Messenger, where college staff and tutors could type an 
email that is quickly sent to students in the form of a text message.  Her study design 
included four stages: 1. requirements analysis, 2. design and implementation, 3. user trial 
and 4. user feedback (p. 159). 
According to the author’s findings, “students reported high satisfaction with the 
quantity and content of the text messages and tutors reported changes in behavior that 
were directly attributable to the use of text messaging” (Naismith, 2007, p. 155).  Beyond 
the difficulty of the learning curve for administrators, the students both adapted and 
enjoyed this new form of communication.  Two uses of the technology that students felt 
were inappropriate for administration included sending text messages as fee payment 
reminders and to inform them of social events (p. 162).  On the flip side, the author added 
that such text messages “can be used to prompt desired behavior, such as attending 
lectures or turning in assignments on time [and that] individually addressed messages can 
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be particularly effective in reaching students who may not be communicating through 
other channels” (Naismith, 2007, p. 169).   
An important aspect of this kind of system is that students know that they will 
receive and come to expect text messages from the college or university, and that such 
communication will serve as an addition (not a replacement) for email communication (p. 
167).  It was also shown to be extremely important that “in order for text messaging to fit 
into these activity systems, they must communicate information that is time sensitive, 
relevant, unambiguous, selective and trustworthy” (Naismith, 2007, p. 166).  
Beyond helping students academically, text messages could save people’s lives 
according to David Sandham.  An example of this is how a campus-wide text message 
could be sent in the event of a crisis such as a student shooter holding a class hostage.  In 
a situation where students obviously would not be making oral phone calls, students with 
a Samsung phone could use their phone’s SOS function.  Sandham (2008) explained “if 
you press the volume button a certain number of times, even when the keypad is locked, a 
text message is sent to a nominated friend warning them you are in danger” (p. 11).  
Foreign Policy's Lucy Moore agreed that “it’s part of a growing trend in which SMS 
technology is being used to aid conflict-resolution efforts” (Moore, 2008, p. 90). 
Studies by Lee Griffiths and Ali Hmer from the School of Computing, Science 
and Engineering at the University of Salford claimed that the average user sends 250 text 
messages a month and that the predominant text user is 18 to 25 years old.  The authors 
asked colleges and universities, “Why are we not using this technology? [and] The 
outside world has moved on.  Can universities?” (Griffiths & Hmer, 2004, p. 3).  Clearly 
this is a direction that colleges and universities need to pursue, and within that pursuit 
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there is a need for further research.  
 How and Why Students Text. 
 Another important element is to understand how students use their cell phones for 
text messaging—a subject that researchers Alex S. Taylor and Richard Harper have been 
studying for several years.  Their 2003 ethnographic study, The Gift of the Gab?: A 
Design Oriented Sociology of Young People’s Use of Mobiles observed the use of cell 
phones and text messaging among young people to offer a sociological explanation for 
the medium’s explosive popularity.  The study revealed that young people use mobile 
phone content (such as words and images) as a way of sharing and giving to one another.  
“What it provides is the means to meet the obligations of exchange and thus demonstrate 
social bonds – something that is inarguably of great importance to young people” (Taylor 
& Harper, 2003, p. 291).   
Through various case study examples, the authors painted a clear picture of how 
feelings such as caring, love, trust, and appreciation are developed through this kind of 
sharing among people.  These cell phone-based exchanges were shown to be more than 
simply a product of the sender, where reciprocation by the receiver held equal importance 
to the relationship.  Taylor and Harper (2003) explained that “failure to reciprocate can 
be taken in one of two ways … it can be seen as a relinquishing of rights and status.  
Alternatively, it can be seen as an act of hostility – a declaration of ‘war’” (p. 283).  The 
article also showed how young people apply value to each text message based on its 
length and style.  According to the authors, improperly written messages can come across 
as cheap (p. 284).  While the main focus of the article was to show how young people use 
cell phone technology as a form of gift giving, it provided a wealth of insight on just how 
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pivotal texting has become to students in forming, building, maintaining—and sometimes 
destroying—their very relationships with their peers.  
Xristine Faulkner and Fintan Culwin developed a questionnaire and diary study to 
examine the texting activities of 565 cell phone users.  Their study, When Fingers do the 
Talking: A Study of Text Messaging explained that “most people see text messaging as a 
warm, personal and cost-effective way to greet their friends and loved ones on special 
occasions [and that] the use of text is also expanding into picture messaging as people 
explore the range of mobile messaging services that is becoming available” (Faulkner & 
Culwin, 2005, p 168).  A notable perspective the authors took on a positive aspect of 
SMS technology is that it is unlike a regular phone call where both people need to be 
communicating in tandem, which can sometimes be problematic (p. 168).  They 
continued by stating that “it may not always be possible or even desirable to speak to 
someone on the phone, and at such times a text message will reach them and is a discreet 
and convenient way to communicate given its asynchronous nature” (Faulkner & Culwin, 
2005, p 171).  On the down side, many cell phone users no longer memorize or remember 
others’ phone numbers—and often do not even know their own—because the technology 
remembers it for them (p. 169).   
The article served as a keen reminder of how users with non-keyboard cell phones 
can use their phones for texting.  Faulkner and Culwin (2005) explained: 
The standard ISO/IEC 995-8 1994 layout uses 12–15 keys to facilitate text 
input. These keys must accommodate 26 letters of the alphabet as well as 
punctuation and numerical characters. Each key is, therefore, expected to 
perform several tasks and it may need more than one keypress to achieve 
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the desired character. Keying in rates are slow with experts reaching about 
21 words per minute (wpm) and novices about 6 wpm on a multipress 
keyboard (12–15 keys). (p. 170) 
A diary portion of the study included 24 participants over a two week period. The 
findings showed that text messaging actually declined with age and that “the mobile 
phone is being used by teenagers especially, because it confers benefits—i.e. that of 
privacy—rather than it being a better technology to use than the landline” (Faulkner & 
Culwin, 2005, p 182).  It was also shown that young texters use the technology for 
everything from locating their friends to discussing serious issues, and that the content of 
these text messages varies by age (p. 175& 178).   
Faulkner and Culwin’s study showed that the volume of text messaging tended to 
decline with age (p. 180).  In addition, SMS technology has been favored over email for 
people ages 15-25, most likely because of its instant availability and privacy.  This 
particular study indicated that text messaging was more popular with women; a trait that 
the authors believed to be attributed to a female’s greater fear of public speaking. 
Another gender-related mention was that boys had a tendency to send shorter text 
messages than girls and were less likely to use the technology for gossip purposes 
compared to their female counterparts (p. 181).   
 A longitudinal study by Tasuku1 Igarashi and colleagues “examined the 
development of face-to-face (FTF) social networks and mobile/cell phone text message 
(MPTM)-mediated social networks, and gender differences in the social network 
structure of 64 male and 68 female first-year undergraduate students” (Igarashi, Takai, & 
Yoshida, 2005, p. 691).  The study revealed a positive correlation in that the intimacy 
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between friends who communicated both face to face and through texting was rated 
higher than students who only communicated face to face.   
Like Faulkner and Culwin’s findings, females tended to expand their text message 
social networks more than males.  However it was not the volume of text messages that 
differed significantly between males and females, but rather “the content of text messages 
that allowed females’ MPTM social network structure to expand over time” (Igarashi, 
Takai, & Yoshida, 2005, p.709).  Igarashi, Takai, and Yoshida’s 2005 study found that 
while that females tended to have a larger social network compared to males, “neither 
gender nor time influenced contact frequency, importance, or intimacy” (p. 703).  Finally, 
the study showed no significant difference between the volume of text messages sent or 
received between males and females (p. 709). 
One study that did find a difference between male and female text message usage 
was Teens and Mobile Phones: Text Messaging Explodes as Teens Embrace it as the 
Centerpiece of Their Communication Strategies with Friends by Amanda Lenhart, Rich 
Ling, Scott Campbell, and Kristen Purcell.  Their 2010 study collected a nationally 
representative sample of telephone interviews with “800 teens age 12-to-17 years-old and 
their parents living in the continental United States and on 9 focus groups conducted in 4 
U.S. cities in June and October 2009 with teens between the ages of 12 and 18” (Lenhart, 
Ling, Campbell, & Purcell, 2010, p. 90).  This survey from the Princeton Survey 
Research Associates International found that females text more than males and that older 
teens send more text messages than younger teens (p. 31).  Lenhart, Ling, Campbell, and 
Purcell (2010) revealed that while “high school-age teens typically send and receive 60 
text messages a day” and that “older girls are the most active texters, with 14-17 year-old 
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girls typically sending and receiving 100 text messages a day, or more than 3000 texts a 
month” (p. 31).  The authors’ study showed consistency with Faulkner and Culwin’s 
findings, concluding that females are more inclined to use text messaging for connecting 
socially with others compared with males (p. 37).  It is such findings from past studies on 
gender and text message volume that has served as the rationale for including gender as a 
variable in the present study. 
Ethnicity was also examined and showed very little difference in texting habits by 
race—with teens who text consisting of 73% of White/Non-Hispanic teens,  78% of 
Black/Non-Hispanic teens, and 75% of Hispanic/English-speaking teens (p. 31).  Further 
information on ethnicity and texting by Lenhart, Ling, Campbell, and Purcell, (2010) 
revealed: 
While white texting teens typically send and receive 50 texts a day, black 
teens who text typically send and receive 60 texts and English-speaking 
Hispanic teens send and receive just 35. The mean number of text 
messages are similar for these groups (whites average 111 texts a day, 
blacks 117, and Hispanics 112), suggesting that black teens have a slightly 
higher baseline level of texting than whites or Hispanics. There are no 
significant socio-economic differences in the average numbers of texts 
sent a day by teens in different groups. (p. 32) 
These similar percentages and mean numbers on text messaging by ethnicity—
combined with the limited ethnic diversity at the college of study—are the main reasons 
ethnicity was not included as a variable in the present study.  See Appendix C for more 
information. 
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Other information revealed from this study was that three quarters of the teenage 
students surveyed had an unlimited text messaging plan (p. 32) and that 80% of teens 
with unlimited texting plans sent text messages to friends on a daily basis, compared to 
just 55% of teens with a limited texting plan (p. 33).  The following table provides insight 
as to exactly who teens are texting on a regular basis: 
Table 2.1 
Who Teens Text and How Often from Lenhart, Ling, Campbell, and Purcell, (2010, p. 
34). 
 
 As to the specific reasons to why students text, “the most frequently given reason 
why teens send and receive text messages is to ‘just say hello and chat.’  More than nine 
in ten teens (96%) say that they at least occasionally text just to say hello, and more than 
half (51%) say they do this several times a day” (Lenhart, Ling, Campbell, & Purcell, 
2010, p. 35).  The following table depicts a picture of the reasons teens send text 
messages and shows how often such text messages are typically sent. 
Table 2.2 
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Reasons Teens Text and The Frequency of these Reasons from Lenhart, Ling, Campbell, 
and Purcell, (2010, p. 36). 
 
Cyberbullying. 
 Cyberbullying appeared to be a common aggressive behavior exhibited through 
texting with younger students according to Peter K. Smith, Jess Mahdavi, Manuel 
Carvalho, Sonja Fisher, Shanette Russell, and Neil Tippett.  The authors defined 
cyberbullying as “bullying through electronic means, specifically mobile phones or the 
internet” [and] “an aggressive, intentional act carried out by a group or individual, using 
electronic forms of contact, repeatedly and over time against a victim who cannot easily 
defend him or herself” (Smith, Mahdavi, Carvalho, Fisher, Russell, & Tippett, 2008, p. 
376). 
 Their study aimed to learn more about this use of cell phone technology both 
inside and outside of school, including how often students were “cyberbullied” and age 
and sex differences (p. 377).  The authors administered “two surveys with pupils aged 
11–16 years: (1) 92 pupils from 14 schools, supplemented by focus groups; [and] (2) 533 
pupils from 5 schools, to assess the generalizability of findings from the first study, and 
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investigate relationships of cyberbullying to general internet use” (Smith, Mahdavi, 
Carvalho, Fisher, Russell, & Tippett, 2008, p. 376).   
Both studies found that cyberbullying is more likely to take place out of school 
versus during school (p. 382).  The results also found cyberbullying to be less frequent 
than traditional bullying, phone and text message bullying were most prevalent forms of 
bullying via the use of technology.  Smith, Mahdavi, Carvalho, Fisher, Russell, and 
Tippett (2008) compared cyberbullying to regular bullying by percent of occurrence as 
follows: 
For general bullying, 14.1% often (two or three times a month, once a 
week, or several times a week), 31.5% only once or twice, and 54.3% 
never; for cyberbullying, the respective figures were 6.6% often, 15.6% 
only once or twice, and 77.8% never. (p. 378) 
The most common form of bullying reported by students was “picture/video clip 
bullying,” (p. 379) such as sending around embarrassing pictures of another student.  As 
for the sex of students participating in cyberbullying, no significant gender differences 
were found in the study (p. 380).  Finally, the authors reported that the main reasons 
students engage in cyberbullying is out of cowardice, for entertainment purposes (p. 380), 
or for peer reward by entertaining friends (p. 383).  Students on the receiving end claimed 
the best defense against this method of bullying was simply to ignore it and block the 
cyberbully from contacting them through the technology (p. 381). 
 Robert Slonje and Peter Smith wrote another article on this subject titled, 
Cyberbullying: Another Main Type of Bullying?  This study surveyed 360 adolescents 
from the ages of 12 to 20 in attempt to gather information on the nature and prevalence of 
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cyberbullying, as well as whether age or gender made any difference in these areas 
(Slonje & Smith, 2008, p. 147).  As discovered in their other study, Slonje and Smith 
again found cyberbullying to be more prevalent outside of school compared to inside of 
school, in addition to there being no significance in regard to age or gender (p. 151). 
 The study also revealed that cybervictims either told their friends or no one at all 
that they had been bullied and that cyberbullying rates were much lower for students in 
college compared to high school and middle school students (Slonje & Smith, 2008, p. 
152).  In regard to higher education, Slonje and Smith (2008) explained that “by this 
stage in education, only students interested in educational achievement are likely to be 
attending, so they are a select sample; this, combined with the general age decline in 
reported victim rates suggests that the problem is much more acute during the period of 
compulsory schooling” (p. 152). 
 Texting and Emotions. 
A study by Igarashi and colleagues titled, No Mobile, No Life: Self-Perception 
and Text-Message Dependency Among Japanese High School Students focused on 
texting and its relation to emotions and behavior.  The study involved a survey that was 
given to Japanese high school students that examined how self-perception of text-
message dependency could lead students to psychological or behavioral symptoms 
related to their personalities.  Igarashi, Motoyoshi, Takai, and Yoshida (2008) defined 
text-message dependency as “text-messaging related compulsive behavior that causes 
psychological/behavioral symptoms resulting in negative social outcomes” (p. 2313).  
One of the main negative social outcomes addressed in the study was self-perception.  
This self-perception in the way of text-message dependency “was composed of three 
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factors: perception of excessive use, emotional reaction, and relationship maintenance” 
(Igarashi, Motoyoshi, Takai, & Yoshida, 2008, p. 2311).  The report showed text message 
frequency to be significantly linked to psychological symptoms such as maladaptive 
behavior. 
All three factors (perception of excessive use, emotional reaction, and relationship 
maintenance) were shown to be related to the use of the technology.  For the first factor, 
heavy texters may perceive their excessive use as being overly involved in the technology 
and out of control.  As for the perception of relationship maintenance function of texting, 
the technology was seen as both an alternative for face-to-face communication where 
compulsive use of text-messages could lead to psychological and/or behavioral problems 
(p. 2314).  For the factor of emotional reaction to text-messages, Igarashi, Motoyoshi, 
Takai, and Yoshida (2008) explained: 
People with text message dependency would pay excessive attention to 
message replies.  Most people would attribute a delay in response to 
inevitable causes, such as the receiver being busy at work, or already 
being engaged in a conversation with another person. However, if people 
with text message dependency do not receive an instant reply to the 
message they send, they may feel neglected or isolated, and increase their 
anxiety about being ostracized. Thus, these perceptions, rather than the 
actual amount of text-messages, would be potential causes of 
psychological/behavioral symptoms. (p. 2314) 
This study demonstrated significant information on young adult Japanese 
students.  The White Paper on Information and Communications in Japan (Ministry of 
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Internal Affairs and Communications, Japan) (2007), showed that “up to the year 2006, 
about 97 million Japanese (88% of the population) used mobile phones and 73% of 
subscribers connected onto the Internet via mobile phones” (p. 1).  Other important data 
emerged from the study, such as why Japanese students text and how the technology 
affects relationships and communication.  Igarashi, Motoyoshi, Takai, and Yoshida 
(2008) explained that the 90% of Japanese high school students who own a cell phone 
“prefer text-messages (including SMS and emails via mobile phones) to direct telephone 
conversations because of the text-based indirectness, asynchronicity of communication, 
and cheaper costs” (p. 2312). 
The study revealed that dependency on text message technology can be attributed 
to students’ need for interpersonal interaction and that some of them become obsessive 
about it as a form of avoiding rejection (p. 2313).  The results of the study showed that 
“with regard to the relationships between self-perception and mail frequency, perception 
of excessive use had a strong positive impact on the amount of text-messages, whereas 
emotional reaction had a weak negative impact [and] relationship maintenance showed 
no significant effect on the amount of text-messages” (Igarashi, Motoyoshi, Takai, & 
Yoshida, 2008, p. 2319).  Lastly, the study showed no significant relationship between 
the frequency of text messages sent and received by the students and their 
psychological/behavioral attributes—however it did show that extroversion had an effect 
on excessive use of the technology, while neuroticism contributed to students using the 
technology for the factors of emotional reaction and relationship maintenance (p. 2320-
2321). 
Another study on the emotional impact of texting comes from Donna J. Reid, 
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M.Sc. and Fraser J.M. Reid, Ph.D.  Their article, Text or Talk: Social Anxiety, Loneliness, 
and Divergent Preferences for Cell Phone Use investigated whether loneliness and social 
anxiety could influence cell phone user perceptions on texting and talking on their cell 
phones.  Adding to the research on why the technology has become so popular, Reid and 
Reid (2007) explained that “compared with a voice call, an SMS message can be 
comparatively inexpensive, sent and received unobtrusively, used when other forms of 
contact are not possible, and can fill odd moments of unoccupied time” (p. 424).  The 
study also listed texting as a preferred message of communication because it provides the 
user with more time to think about what he or she is going to say (how to word 
messages), as well as the fact that many people tend to be braver/bolder in their texting 
communication versus face-to-face interactions (p. 425).   
 The authors confirmed that “it is now understood that online contact can at times 
surpass direct face-to-face interaction in both intimacy and intensity, and support the 
development of enduring online and offline relationships” and that “recent studies have 
shown that lonely, anxious, and depressed individuals gain positive benefit from online 
interaction” (Reid & Reid, 2007, p. 425).  On the other hand, lonely people were shown 
to view text messaging as a substandard substitution for more direct communication 
forms such as a regular phone call, which they preferred to texting (p. 426 & 429).   
While lonely participants were shown to prefer talking over texting, participants 
considered “anxious” were shown to prefer texting over talking, and were also more 
likely to use SMS technology as a means of killing time and even procrastinating (p. 
433).  The results from the study’s questionnaire showed that “whilst lonely participants 
preferred making voice calls and rated texting as a less intimate method of contact, 
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anxious participants preferred to text, and rated it a superior medium for expressive and 
intimate contact” (Reid & Reid, 2007, p. 424).  In agreement to most other studies 
conducted in this area, there were no significant effects on gender found in Reid and 
Reid’s study (p. 428). 
Taking a more physical approach to this subject, researchers I-Mei Lin and Erik 
Peper conducted a study to investigate the psychophysiological patterns related to text 
message use.  As Lin and Peper (2009) explained: 
Twelve college students who were very familiar with texting were 
monitored with surface electromyography (SEMG) from the shoulder 
(upper trapezius) and thumb (abductor pollicis brevis/opponens pollicis); 
blood volume pulse (BVP) from the middle finger, temperature from the 
index finger, and skin conductance (SC) from the palm of the non-texting 
hand; and respiration from the thorax and abdomen. (p. 53) 
This study concluded that frequent physiological patterns such as shallow breathing and 
tensing muscles for cell phone stability could produce discomfort and illness in frequent 
text message users. 
 Texting and Literacy. 
Researchers Lesley McWilliam, Astrid Schepman, and Paul Rodway have 
conducted Stroop task studies to find whether there is observable evidence whether SMS 
abbreviations have been absorbed into everyday language use.  Their findings showed 
“reading text message abbreviations is unavoidable to those who have adapted to their 
use [and] therefore they are likely to have been absorbed into the language” (McWilliam, 
Schepman, & Rodway, 2009, p. 970).  An important point made by the authors was that 
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although texting can appear to be disparate and unusual from normal language, such 
abbreviations are derived from pre-existing linguistic fundamentals (p. 970).  They 
explained that “these abbreviations represent well-developed pre-existing lexicosemantic 
and phonological representations of ordinary English words or phrases” [and remind the 
reader that such] “abbreviations are made up from symbols that form part of regular 
alphanumeric character sets” (McWilliam, Schepman, & Rodway, 2009, p. 970). 
The authors claimed that some interference could occur through the use of text 
messaging, from a lack of normality in words/vowels/consonants where the reader is 
unable to synthesize the symbols into words (p. 971).  In the end, the study showed that 
irregular use of symbols and English words used in text messaging can lead to Stroop 
interference—and more so than regular English words (p. 972).  The authors explained 
that “as observed, if text users do consider text message abbreviations to be part of their 
language, then this may have implications for education settings [where] students may 
need to be instructed on the appropriateness of their use, much as they are taught about 
other stylistic issues during their writing training” (McWilliam, Schepman, & Rodway, 
2009, p. 973). 
Dr. Beverly Plester, the head researcher on the Children's Text Messaging and 
Literacy projects at Coventry University studied children's use of text messaging and its 
relationship to literacy.  One of the first articles by Plester and her colleagues that focused 
on the relationship between text abbreviations and adolescent literacy was titled Txt msg 
n school literacy: Does texting and knowledge of text abbreviations adversely affect 
children’s literacy attainment?  This study “investigated the relationship between 
children’s texting behaviour, their knowledge of text abbreviations and their school 
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attainment in written language skills” (Plester, Wood, & Bell, 2008, p. 137).  The authors 
cited Reid and Reid (2004) to explain how certain young people who prefer texting over 
talking are often more anxious than adolescents who prefer verbal communication (p. 
137-138).   
Two tests were developed for this study.  The first test explored whether there 
was any difference in standardized test scores for 11-12 year-old students who could be 
categorized as either “high text users” or “low text users” (Plester, Wood, & Bell, 2008, 
p. 138).  The results of test one found “no evidence that [the] extent of text message use 
was associated with use of text abbreviations in the translation exercise, as the ratio of 
textisms to real words stayed broadly similar across groups, F (2, 61)50.038, P40.05” 
(Plester, Wood, & Bell, 2008, p. 139).  The study also found no correlation between the 
“high text users” and “low text users” and their ability to translate text messages into 
standard English prose (p. 139).  Although the study did indicate that “high text users” 
scored the lowest on both verbal and non-verbal reasoning measures, Plester, Wood, and 
Bell (2008) admitted: 
We cannot imply causation from the design used by this study – we cannot 
claim that frequent texting causes low verbal and non-verbal reasoning 
scores from the data here, and it seems likely that there are intervening 
(possibly cultural) variables at work here that could explain this pattern of 
results. (p. 140) 
A second test was developed because of the mixed results in the first study and to 
focus particularly on the relationship between text abbreviation usage and 10-11 year-old 
students’ performance on writing and spelling assignments (Plester, Wood, & Bell, 2008, 
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p. 140).  The British Ability Scales II was used in correlating children’s spelling scores to 
show “a significant positive correlation between spelling ability and the ratio of textism 
to real words” and “a significant association between spelling ability and the number of 
interpretation errors made in the textism to English translation, indicating that as the 
children’s spelling score increased, so the number of interpretation errors made 
decreased” (Plester, Wood, & Bell, 2008, p. 141).  In other words, the second study 
showed that “the children who, when asked to write a text message, showed greater use 
of text abbreviations (‘textisms’) tended to have better performance on a measure of 
verbal reasoning ability” (Plester, Wood, & Bell, 2008, p. 137).  A key conclusion in this 
study was that there was no negative association to be found between textism use in 
preteens and their competence in written language (p. 142). 
Another article by Plester and her colleagues titled Exploring the Relationship 
Between Children's Knowledge of Text Message Abbreviations and School Literacy 
Outcomes included “a study of 88 British 10-12-year-old children's knowledge of text 
message (SMS) abbreviations (`textisms') and how it relates to their school literacy 
attainment” (Plester, Wood, & Joshi, 2009, p. 145).  The authors reviewed much of the 
previous literature on the subject to support the logic that text messaging and literacy 
could be positively related (p. 147).  As Plester, Wood, and Joshi (2009) illustrated: 
It is possible that the freedom from regulated orthographic and spelling 
conventions, and default to phonological coding that is one characteristic 
of text abbreviations, could yield an increase in exposure to text for poorer 
readers, and improve motivation to engage with written communication 
without the constraints of school expectations. (p. 147) 
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In seeking a positive correlation between textism knowledge and traditional 
literacy, the authors gave the 88 student participants a questionnaire that collected data on 
their age, sex, school year, mobile phone ownership details, how long they had owned 
their phone, their phone’s main purpose, their most popular phone contact(s), and their 
most popular text message contact(s) (p. 149-150).  The students were then assessed and 
measured using standardized tests such as the British Picture Vocabulary Scales II, the 
British Ability Scales II, the Non-word Reading subtest and the Spoonerisms subtest from 
the Phonological Assessment Battery, and the Elision subtest from the Comprehensive 
Test of Phonological Processing (p. 150).  Pearson correlation coefficients were 
calculated to show that children’s knowledge of textisms accounted for significant 
variance in word reading scores (p. 152).  Plester, Wood, and Joshi (2009) declared this 
to be the most important finding in the study, citing that: 
The extent of children’s textism use was able to predict significant 
variance in their word reading ability after taking into account age, 
individual differences in vocabulary, working memory, phonological 
awareness, non-word reading ability, and the age at which participants 
obtained their first mobile phone. This suggests that children’s use of 
textisms is not only positively associated with word reading ability, but 
that it may be contributing to reading development in a way that goes 
beyond simple phonologically based explanations. 
In addition, the study did not find any evidence of a detrimental effects from text 
speak on conventional literacy.  Plester “reported that there was no correlation, or 
relationship, between students’ use of textisms and their capacity to use traditional 
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spellings and language features” (Wolsey, 2009, p. 1).  Within the context of this study, 
the children’s competence with language could actually be interpreted as increasing from 
the use of text messaging.  Lastly, the study did show a difference in gender in textism 
ratio, where females demonstrated a greater knowledge of textisms compared to males 
(Plester, Wood, & Joshi, 2009, p. 157).   
A third study conducted by Plester and Wood, Exploring Relationships Between 
Traditional and New Media Literacies: British Preteen Texters at School, examined 
children’s language style and how their style relates to their conventional literacy skills 
using standardized tests and assessment strategies (Plester & Wood, 2009, p. 1108).  The 
authors meticulously outlined how a child’s exposure to all forms print in the 
environment serve as an important predecessor to conventional literacy in the classroom 
(p. 1109).  Plester and Wood claimed that texting may play a role in literacy development 
by increasing children’s exposure to text, promoting phonological awareness, and 
through helping children develop a form of enjoyment by using written words in creative 
ways (p. 1110).  In regard to the third suggestion, Plester and Wood (2009) made clear 
that: 
Preteen texters may have mastered many of the conventions of English 
spelling, but they also vary in their willingness to recoup that early earnest 
engagement in a playful mode, and that willingness to play with invented 
spellings may also be related to older children’s literacy skills. (p. 1116) 
Three investigations by the authors found children’s knowledge of and ability to 
use textisms were important to their literacy profile and that texting may contribute to 
their overall literacy attainment—but not to a demise of their literacy skills (Plester & 
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Wood, 2009, p. 1122).  Beyond these theories, the authors “found no significant increase 
in textism use over the year in any age group, although the older children used 
significantly more textisms than the younger ones” (Plester & Wood, 2009, p. 1123).  
Phonological awareness was the authors’ primary rationale in regard to students’ ability 
to shift from informal textisms to formal writing in the classroom (p. 1124).  As Plester 
and Wood (2009) explained, “children know that txt language conventions demand play 
with phonological rules, and can enter into that game when required” (p. 1124). 
A 2011 study by Clare Wood, Emma Jackson, Beverly Plester, and Lucy Wilde 
took a different approach to correlating text message use with formal literacy.  Their 
report Children’s Use of Mobile Phone Text Messaging and its Impact on Literacy 
Development in Primary School argued that texting is an informal and playful way for 
children to experiment with language and can increase phonological awareness, thus 
improving literacy attainment and development (Wood, Jackson, Plester, & Wilde, 2011, 
p. 1).  The authors’ study aimed to address the weakness of previous studies that did not 
directly access cause and effect, by giving a cell phone to half of a group of 59 nine-to-
ten year-olds who did not previously own a mobile phone (p. 2-3).  Half of the students 
were given cell phones and labeled the ‘mobile phone group’ and the other half were 
labeled the ‘comparison group’ (p. 3).   
Each analysis of the data showed that the children given cell phones “were found 
to outperform the children who were in the control condition, although it should be noted 
that because of the limited sample in the present study, not all these differences reached 
the statistically significant level of p=.05” (Wood, Jackson, Plester, & Wilde, 2011, p. 4).  
Correlations that did measure to be statistically significant included improvement in 
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rhyme detection scores (p. 6), along with rhyme fluency and semantic fluency (p. 8).  The 
results suggested that texting on cellular phones impacts the literacy skills of children in 
both the development of phonological awareness and their ability to produce semantically 
connected words (p. 10).  In conclusion, Wood, Jackson, Plester, and Wilde (2011) 
suggested that text messaging appears “to be a mechanism through which phonological 
skills can be developed. The gains in reading and spelling ability observed appear to be 
most closely associated with exposure to print (i.e. the volume of messages sent and 
received)” (p. 10-11). 
Research by Michelle Drouin and Claire Davis supports Plester’s findings in that 
high levels of text messaging may improve (and do not hinder) students’ formal literacy.  
Unlike Plester’s studies of students in the K-12 age group, Drouin and Davis’s studies 
focused on college-age students.  Their 2009 study, R u txting? Is the Use of Text Speak 
Hurting Your Literacy? examined American college students’ reported frequency of text 
messaging, their proficiency in using short hand text message abbreviations (also known 
as text-speak), and their standardized literacy skills (such as reading accuracy, fluency, 
and spelling) (Drouin & Davis, 2009, p. 46). 
Their study consisted of 80 college students (24 male, 56 female, with a mean age 
of 21.8) from a Midwestern four-year commuter university (Drouin & Davis, 2009, p. 52-
53).  Each of the participants met individually with the researcher to complete 
performance tests on e-mail tasks, translation tasks, word identification, reading fluency, 
and spelling (p. 53). The authors explained that the “experimental and standardized 
measures were used to assess college students’ use of and familiarity with the text speak 
vocabulary, their distinction between the text speak and standard English registers, and 
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the relationship between use of text speak and literacy” (Drouin & Davis, 2009, p. 53).  
Several tests were used to search for a relationship between texting frequency and 
literacy skills (p. 60-63) and found no significant differences between misspellings of 
common text speak words [such as “before” as opposed to “b4”], as well as no significant 
differences between standardized literacy scores between students who identified 
themselves as text speak users and students who did not (p. 46)  Furthermore, the authors 
study indicated that the use of text message abbreviations was not related to low literacy 
performance among the college participants (p. 46). 
In the discussion section of the study Drouin and Davis (2009) theorized as to 
why text speak users students would not likely generate lower scores on standardized 
literacy assessments when compared to non-text speak students:   
It is not likely that using text speak abbreviations … could lead to a 
deterioration of performance on the standardized literacy tests because of 
the nature of both text speak communication and standardized literacy 
assessments. In text speak, common words that have likely been 
overlearned are often abbreviated, but longer words such as appreciative 
or industrial or other such words that might appear in standardized literacy 
assessments would have to be spelled out because there are no common 
abbreviations. Consequently, text speak users cannot cut corners on the 
longer, more elaborate words but only on the shorter, common ones. As 
such, declines in standardized literacy performance would not be 
expected. (p. 64) 
Drouin conducted a more recent study in 2011 titled College Students’ Text 
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Messaging, Use of Textese and Literacy Skills.  As in her study with Davis, Drouin 
examined a sample of American college students’ reported frequency of text messaging, 
use of SMS shorthand abbreviations, and literacy skills (Drouin, 2011, p. 67).  The study 
included 152 students (53 male, 99 female, with a mean age of 21.2) from a Midwestern 
four-year commuter university (p. 70).  Drouin’s analysis sought to investigate whether 
“there [is] a negative relationship between text messaging frequency and literacy” using 
self-reported data from the students in correlation with Woodcock Johnson III 
achievement tests (p. 70). 
A survey was administered to each of the participating students in which 
according to Drouin (2011): 
Participants were asked to indicate their frequency of use (on a 6-point 
Likert scale ranging from never to very frequently) of text messaging, 
accessing SNS [Social Networking Service] such as MySpace™ and 
Facebook™, and using textese in different contexts: text messages, SNS, 
emails to friends and emails to instructors. (p. 70) 
This data was then compared to the results of a number of literacy tasks via the 
Woodcock Johnson III achievement tests and as seen in Table 2.3, results of the 
“correlational analyses revealed significant, positive relationships between text 
messaging frequency and literacy skills (spelling and reading fluency)” (Davis, 2011, p. 
67). 
Table 2.3 
Relationships between participants’ reported SMS, SNS access, textese frequency, and 
reading and spelling from Davis (2011, p.71). 
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Davis’s study showed that text message abbreviations are a matter of context and 
that students can consciously choose whether to use them or not—given the situation 
(Davis, 2011, p. 72).  As Davis (2011) explained, “it does not appear that textese just 
seeps out into writing everywhere and in equal amounts; instead, the average person uses 
textese thoughtfully, and more often within the contexts deemed ‘appropriate’” (p. 72).  
One major limitation to Davis’s studies was that she relied on non-validated, self-
reported text message frequency numbers by the student participants. 
Studies conducted by Justin Reich (Boston) and Frey and Fischer (England) have 
reported similar findings.  It is to be recognized that while mostly positive writing 
performances were found to be correlated with high level texting students, the majority of 
these findings (predominantly by Plester) were focused on children and not high school 
students or college-age young adults. 
While studies by Plester and Drouin have shown positive correlations between 
textisms and literacy, studies by Larry Rosen, Jennifer Chang, Lynne Erwin, L. Mark 
Carrier, and Nancy A. Cheever (2010) showed a positive relationship between texting 
and informal writing, but a negative correlation between texting volume and formal 
writing among young adults ages 18-25 years old (p. 433).  They conducted two studies 
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on the use of textisms and their relationship to quality writing, both of which were 
addressed in their 2010 article, The Relationship Between “Textisms” and Formal and 
Informal Writing Among Young Adults.  Their study aimed to examine actual writing 
samples, as opposed to the standardized tests and translation activities of previous 
research (p. 423).  Experienced texters with a variety of college experience were “directly 
queried … about their use of different textisms in their everyday electronic 
communication” (Rosen, Chang, Erwin, Carrier & Cheever, 2010, p. 422-423). 
Both of the studies, which involved a diverse population of over 1,200 college 
students, collected data on the students’ reported use of communication tools, a formal 
writing sample, an informal writing sample, and a report on their general daily textism 
use (Rosen, Chang, Erwin, Carrier & Cheever, 2010, p. 424-425).  Writing samples were 
judged with the Graduation Writing Exam (GWE) rubric (p. 428).  The authors found:  
No significant differences in ratings between males (M = 3.86; SD = 1.05) 
and females (M = 3.67; SD = 1.02) for the formal writing samples, t(493) 
= 0.53, p > .05. However, females had significantly higher informal 
ratings (M = 3.37; SD = .90 than did males (M = 3.08; SD = 1.04); F(1, 
251) = 5.91, p < 05; partial eta-square (ηp2) = .023. (Rosen, Chang, 
Erwin, Carrier & Cheever, 2010, p. 429) 
Moreover, students identified as having some college education were found to use 
acronyms more frequently in their writing, compared to those who did not have any 
college experience (p. 429).  The authors’ first hypothesis was confirmed and found 
females reported using more contextual and linguistic textisms in comparison to males (p. 
434).  Their second hypothesis (which was based on Plester’s work) predicted “those 
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participants with some college who reported sending more text messages demonstrated 
worse formal writing but better informal writing” (Rosen, Chang, Erwin, Carrier & 
Cheever, 2010, p. 433). 
 In contrast to Plester’s studies, Rosen, Chang, Erwin, Carrier and Cheever (2010) 
found that: 
In contrast with previous research, the data from the current study found 
negative associations between reported use of textisms in everyday 
electronic communication and writing skill, particularly for formal 
writing. On the contrary, the reported daily use of textisms was, by and 
large, related to better informal writing. The negative associations between 
texting and literacy also appear to moderate to some degree by gender and 
by level of education in young adults. (p. 437) 
The authors concluded that prior research on the subject of texting and literacy 
was not supported and that their dissimilar findings could have been the result of 
the different age groups in which they tested (p. 436). 
Gender and the SAT. 
A study of 151,316 students (54 percent female) by Krista D. Mattern, Brian F. 
Patterson, Emily J. Shaw, Jennifer L. Kobrin, and Sandra M. Barbuti (2008) revealed that 
“females, on average, score higher on the SAT writing section (SAT-W) (F = 557, M = 
550)” (p. 5).  Bridgeman, McCamley-Jenkins, and Ervin conducted a study in 2000 to 
compare the differential validity and prediction of newer (1995) SAT and older SAT on 
nearly 100,000 students at 23 colleges and universities.  Their study focused on incoming 
freshmen for the classes of 1994 and 1995.   
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According to the authors, “the differential validity results showed significantly 
higher correlations between SAT scores and FYGPA for females (rs ranging from 0.50 to 
0.56) compared to males (rs ranging from 0.46 to 0.51)” (Mattern, K. D., Patterson, B. F., 
Shaw, E. J., Kobrin, J. L., & Barbuti, S. M., 2008, p. 2).  The results were similar when 
looking at gender and ethnicity, with larger correlations for females in almost every 
ethnic group comparison.  While these differences did not influence the current study to 
impose any type of handicap scale on the basis of gender or ethnicity, these variations in 
correlation were considered and reflected upon in the discussion section of chapter five. 
Summary 
In summary, present literature on the ways schools can use the technology to 
enhance a student’s education such as the ability for students to text message the librarian 
and to support administrative communication in higher education.  Other studies on text 
messaging have focused on cyberbullying, as well as sociological/emotional links and 
gender.  These studies have painted a clearer picture on how students use and view text 
messaging in their daily lives.  Lastly were the studies on text messaging and literacy.  
Some studies have shown positive correlations between students who text and the 
intimacy levels of their communication, however many questions remain in regards to 
texting and its relationship to formal writing ability in the classroom.  The younger 
students in Plester’s studies showed a positive correlation between textism usage and 
literacy, while Rosen’s studies on college age students showed a negative correlation 
between students’ use of textisms and their formal writing ability.  
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CHAPER 3: METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
The goal of the study was to determine whether there is a relationship between 
students’ average monthly volume of text messaging and formal writing performance at 
the high school and college level.  First-year college students were chosen for this study 
because “they communicate with friends via MPTM (mobile phone text messages) on a 
daily basis, and have many opportunities for forming new relationships upon arriving to 
campus” (Igarashi, Takai, & Yoshida, 2005, p. 692).  The study sought to determine 
whether there was a relationship between the number of text messages that students sent 
and received, and their scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) writing test.  A 
second correlational examination was made between students’ more recent average text 
message volume and their final Writing I grades from the end of the fall 2011 semester.  
Each data set also examined whether gender played a factor in this, to test whether 
stronger correlations exist between the average monthly text message volume and formal 
writing performance of male students compared to those of female students. 
The study collected and compared two months of text message data and the SAT 
Reasoning Test writing scores from incoming college freshmen at a small private college 
in Massachusetts.  The two months of text message data consisted of the two months of 
data prior to when each student took the SAT.  This data was collected, averaged, and 
correlated to students’ SAT writing score.  A second set of text message data was 
collected for the two months prior to the students taking their fall semester freshman 
writing course (for the months of August and September).  This data was collected, 
averaged, and correlated to students’ final Writing I grades at the end of their fall 
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semester.  These comparisons were analyzed to seek whether a relationship could be 
found between monthly text message volume and formal writing performance at the high 
school and college level.  The researcher also looked for significant differences between 
these correlations by examining the two main variables exclusively by gender. 
This study used the quantitative approach because it primarily involved the 
collection and analysis of numerical data and did not involve significant time spent in 
qualitative research conducting interviews or partaking in live observation.  At the time 
of this writing, there was very little previous research on volume of text messaging and 
formal writing performance at the high school and college level beyond one study by 
Larry D. Rosen, Jennifer Chang, Lynne Erwin, L. Mark Carrier and Nancy A. Cheever 
titled “The Relationship Between ‘Textisms’ and Formal and Informal Writing Among 
Young Adults.” 
Chapter 3 will describe: the sample population which was selected for research, 
the instruments and methods used in collecting the data, the validity of these instruments, 
the organization of the data, and the method of statistical procedure that was used to 
analyze the data collected. 
Participants 
The population for this study included a sample of freshmen students during the 
2011-12 academic year.  The total population of freshmen students at the time of the 
study was approximately 465 students.  In order to conduct a statistically significant test 
with a power of 0.80, level of significance of .05, and medium effect size, the study 
required a sample size of at least 55 of these students to participate in the study. 
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The demographic profile of the college’s students in the following figures shows 
that the majority of the student body was between the ages of 18 and 21 years-old and of 
predominantly white ethnicity.  This lack of diversity at the college was one of the main 
reasons that age and ethnicity were not variables chosen to be examined in the study. 
Figure 3.1 
Student Demographics at a Glance from MatchCollege.com (2009, pp. 2). 
The College’s Student Age Distribution:
 
The College’s Student Race Distribution: 
 
 
Demographic Features of the College: Age, Race, Origins, and Costs. 
The college’s website reported that “of the more than 1300 full-time 
undergraduate students, eighty percent live on campus in more than 20 residence halls 
that range from traditional to suite-style to Victorian homes” (Lasell College 2009, pp. 
1B).  The average age of full-time students is 19.  Overall, 43% of the college’s students 
come from out-of-state, while 57% of the student body is from Massachusetts.  
According to U.S. News and World Report LP (2010), 78% of the college’s 2009 
students received grants based on need (p. 73).  Due to the margin of these numbers, 
students’ state of residence and socio-economic conditions will not be measured in the 
current study.  
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The following chart shows a recent ethnic demographic summary of the college’s 
students.  The reason for its inclusion is to emphasize the lack of ethnic diversity at the 
college and the rationale for not including ethnicity as a variable in this study. 
Table 3.1 
Spring 2009 Students Ethnic / Multi-Cultural Distribution 
Spring 2009 Students 
Ethnic / Multi-Cultural Distribution 
Full 
Time 
Part 
Time 
UG Non-Resident Alien/International 2% 9% 
UG Black Non Hispanic 5% 0% 
UG American Indian Alaskan Native 0% 0% 
UG Asian Pacific Islander 3% 2% 
UG Hispanic 4% 4% 
UG White Non Hispanic 83% 54% 
UG Unknown 3% 32% 
Total Undergraduate 96% 4% 
Grad Non-Resident Alien/Internat'l 29% 2% 
Grad Black Non Hispanic 13% 11% 
Grad American Indian Alaskan Native 0% 0% 
Grad Asian Pacific Islander 13% 0% 
Grad Hispanic 8% 7% 
Grad White Non Hispanic 33% 66% 
Grad Unknown 4% 14% 
Total Graduate 21% 79% 
Grand Total  90% 10% 
 
 The sample population for this study was taken from incoming freshmen college 
students who have taken the SAT writing test and who have completed ENG100, 101, 
101H, or equivalent freshman writing course during the fall 2011 semester. 
Incoming freshmen at this school are typically placed in one of five writing 
courses on the basis of their SAT writing test score: a) ENG100 Writing for ESL 
Students, ENG 101: Writing I, ENG101H: Honors Writing I, ENG 102: Writing II, or 
ENG102H: Honors Writing II.  Students who complete ENG 100 are required to register 
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for ENG 101 in the spring semester and students who complete ENG 101 or 101H are 
required to register for ENG 102: Writing II or ENG102H: Honors Writing II in the 
spring semester.   To isolate and survey the bulk of this population, the researcher 
planned to make appointments to visit every class section of freshmen spring writing 
courses to administer a questionnaire with these students in classroom groups.  Students 
unable to complete the questionnaire on paper would be emailed a link to complete it 
online.  No sample selection procedures for the population were planned, as the 
researcher’s goal was to include the entire sample for data testing. 
Setting 
This small, private, Massachusetts college was the chosen site for this project 
because it is the location where the author is employed.  The school is a four year co-
educational college located just west of the greater Boston area.  “Starting as the 
Auburndale Female Seminary in 1851, it was founded by Edward Lasell who decided to 
start a women’s college after teaching at the Mount Holyoke Female Seminary (now 
Mount Holyoke College) in Western Massachusetts” (Lasell College, 2009, pp. 1C).  The 
college is “one of the oldest institutions of higher learning in the Boston area” [and] “a 
private, comprehensive coeducational college offering professionally oriented bachelor's 
and master's degree programs” (School Guides, 2010, p.1).  The college is accredited by 
the New England Association of Schools and Colleges.  After changing its name in 1932, 
the school began to grow its largest major, fashion design. 
The college’s total undergraduate enrollment consists of approximately 1,500 
students from around 26 states and 20 countries.  Because the school is a teaching 
institution, the student to faculty ratio average is low.  According to School Guides 
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(2010), “over 90 percent of [the college’s] classes have fewer than 25 students, and none 
have more than 30” (p. 1).  According to U.S. News and World Report LP (2010), 
students pay a tuition rate of $26,000 with fees (2010-2011) and room and board costs an 
addition $11,800 (p. 190).  Over 80% of the school’s undergraduate community lives on 
campus in the college’s 20+ residence halls.  These dormitories range from traditional 
brick and mortar suites to historical Victorian homes. 
 In 1989 the college became a four-year institution and changed its name back to 
its original title.  The college turned coed just eight years later in 1997 and has grown 
rapidly in both degree offerings and facilities over its 50-acre campus in suburban 
Newton, Massachusetts.  Currently the college offers over 25 academic majors, including 
Master’s degrees in Business, Communication, and Education.   
Undergraduate majors at the college include: Applied Mathematics, Applied 
Mathematics with Elementary Education Concentration, Applied Mathematics with 
Secondary Education Concentration, Athletic Training, Business (Accounting, 
Entrepreneurship, Finance, Hospitality and Event Management, International Business, 
Management, Marketing) Communication (Creative Advertising, Journalism and Media 
Writing, Multimedia and Web Design, Public Relations, Radio and Television 
Production, Sports Communication), Criminal Justice, Education (Early Childhood 
Education, Elementary Education, Secondary Education), English, Environmental 
Studies, Fashion (Fashion Communication and Promotion, Fashion Design and 
Production, Fashion and Retail Merchandising), Graphic Design, History, Human 
Services, Humanities, Law and Public Affairs, Legal Studies, Psychology, Sociology, 
Sport Management, Sports Science, and Interdisciplinary Studies. 
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The school’s “Connected Learning philosophy” is “known for helping students 
make the connection between classroom lessons and real life through hands-on activities 
such as internships, practica, service learning, and meaningful projects” (Lasell College 
2009, pp. 1A).  
Demographic Features: Admission, Scores, Retention, and Graduation. 
Applications to the college have been on the rise and in 2010 the college saw a 
wait list for the first time in its long history.  Students applying to this school can expect 
an admission success rate of 64%.  SAT test scores are not required for admission, 
however the college does record the information since 91% of applicants submit their 
SAT results.  The following table details some of the aforementioned data and more: 
Table 3.2 
2009 College Numbers Adapted from U.S. News and World Report LP 
Average Freshmen Retention Rate 67% 
Average Graduation Rate   47% 
Percent of Classes Under 20  65% 
Percent of Classes of 50 or More  0% 
Student/Faculty Ratio   14/1 
Percent of Faculty Who Are Full Time 58% 
SAT/ACT 25
th
-75
th
 Percentile  910-1070 
Acceptance Rate    64% 
 
The college has a current freshman retention rate of 67% and has been working 
diligently on consistently raising this number over the next five years.  In addition to 
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enhanced student activities and programs, the school supports its students through 
generous financial aid plans.  According to StateUniversity.com (2009), the college 
“ranks 348th for the average student loan amount” (p. 4).  The following table is a 
financial aid snapshot of the school. 
Table 3.3 
Student Financial Aid Details 
 
Last year’s student graduation demographics saw 186 White Non-Hispanic 
graduates (43 male and 143 female).  Second on the list was Black Non-Hispanic with 6 
male and 19 female graduates.  The third most common graduate was Hispanic with 3 
male and 13 female.  In total, the college graduated 270 students last year, of which 68 
were male and 202 were female. 
Beyond the student demographics, the institution prides itself in small classroom 
size and a dedicated faculty.  In summary, 99% of all classes at the college contain 30 
students or less and the average ratio of students to faculty is 14:1.  According to Human 
Resources Director Roberta Henry, “currently the college employs 67 full time faculty, 
115 part time faculty, 151 full time staff members, and 43 part time staff members” 
(personal communication, April 8, 2009).  
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Instrumentation 
 The main instrument used in this study was the SAT Writing section of the SAT 
Reasoning Test.  Formerly known as the Scholastic Aptitude Test and Scholastic 
Assessment Test, the SAT Reasoning Test is the most common standardized test used for 
college admission in the United States today.  According to the College Board (2010C), 
“the SAT is a globally recognized college admission test that lets you show colleges what 
you know and how well you can apply that knowledge” (p. 1).  The test is divided into 
three main sections including math, critical reading, and writing.  Each section is worth 
between 200 and 800 points and combined test scores range from 600 to 2400.  The 
College Board (2010B) explained that “the writing section includes a short essay and 
multiple-choice questions on identifying errors and improving grammar and usage” (p. 
1).   More specifically, Shaw (2008) illustrates:  
The SAT Writing Test consists of one 25-minute essay, one 25-minute 
multiple choice section and one 10-minute multiple choice section on the 
SAT Reasoning Test, primarily used for college admissions and placement 
in the US. The SAT Writing Test measures a student's ability to improve 
sentences, identify sentence errors, improve paragraphs, and write an 
essay that will assess a student's ability to think critically and write 
effectively in response to a prompt adapted from an authentic test, under 
time constraints similar to those encountered in essay tests in college 
courses. The SAT Writing Test is scored on a scale of 200-800, and an 
essay score is also produced based on the ratings of two trained essay 
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readers on a scale of 0 to 12. The IRT [Item Response Theory] reliability 
estimates of the Writing section ranges from .89 to .91. 
 The test is scored by adding points for correct answers and subtracting a fraction 
of a point for incorrect answers.  Skipped questions do not score points, nor is a fraction 
of a point deducted for skipped questions.  Using a statistical process called “equating,” 
the total raw score of each test is then translated into a scaled score between 200 and 800 
points.  The final test score is computed by combining the test results from the three 
sections (math, critical reading, and writing) for a total score landing between 600 to 
2400 points. 
 Lovler, Miller, and McIntire, (2011) stated that most reliability studies conducted 
on the SAT show that it is a reliable test.  The authors explained that “internal 
consistency studies show reliability coefficients exceeding .90, suggesting that items 
measure a similar content area” [and that] “test—retest studies generally show reliability 
coefficients ranging between .87 and .93, suggesting that individuals tend to earn similar 
scores on repeated occasions” (Lovler, Miller, & McIntire, 2011, p. 483). 
 A 2004 study on the reliability of the SAT writing score to predict student grades 
showed correlation coefficient “effect sizes ranging from .16 to .29, and [that] all are 
statistically significant differences (p < .05) with the exception of the lowest gain (.16)” 
(Breland, Kubota, Nickerson, Trapani, & Walker, 2004, p. 6).  A more recent study by 
the American Institutes for Research and the College Board examined the predictive and 
placement validity of the SAT writing section.   Kobrin and Schmidt (2005) explained 
that this study on approximately 1,200 first-year students from 13 colleges “indicated that 
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total scores on the writing section correlated about .46 with first-year college grades, and 
correlated about .32 with English composition grades” (p. 3). 
The SAT is owned by The College Board, a not-for-profit education organization 
who administers the exam.  The exam has been in use since the 1920s.  Educational 
Testing Service was the original developer and publisher of the test and this organization 
continues the responsibility of developing, publishing, and scoring the exam across the 
nation.  Scores were self-reported by the students, however all scores were confirmed 
through the cooperation of the college’s Registrar’s office. 
 Beyond this instrument, a short voluntary questionnaire (see Appendix D) was 
administered to collect each student’s gender and two sets of text message data showing 
the volume of text messages sent and received just prior to the time the student took the 
SAT and for the two months before his or her freshman fall semester.  Students were 
expected to complete the questionnaire in person, as well as show the researcher their 
monthly text message numbers directly from their cell phones.  Students without instant 
access to this information were provided with directions on how to obtain it.  These 
students were given one week to complete the questionnaire. 
During the weeks following the initial distribution, the researcher collected all 
remaining questionnaires, along with the documentation of the students’ reported text 
message totals.  Students unable to complete the questionnaire on paper were provided 
with a link to complete it online.  These students were asked to forward cell phone 
statements electronically or to bring a hard copy of their cell phone evidence to the 
researcher’s office during the second week of the study. 
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Finally, the students’ final grades in their first college writing course were 
collected as supplementary data for analysis. 
Validity 
   Validity on the self-reported data was confirmed in multiple ways.  Cell phone 
service providers keep a simple count for each text message sent and received on a 
person’s phone.  These numbers are then totaled and presented on the first page of the 
cell phone bill for each individual phone number on the cellular plan.  To confirm 
validity of the reported text message totals, the first page of all reported months’ cell 
phone bills were requested by the researcher for each of the months the students reported.  
The two alternative (and more environmentally friendly) ways for students to validate 
their text message totals included: a) students forwarding text message responses from 
cellular service providers showing the total number of text messages sent and received in 
a given month to the researcher, and b) students forwarding email message responses 
from cellular service providers showing the total number of text messages sent and 
received in a given month to the researcher.  Electronic validation was the most popular 
method, with over 83% of the sample providing text message totals in this way. 
Validity of SAT writing scores and gender was confirmed with administrative 
college officials at the Registrar’s office.  Regarding the SAT, multiple organizations and 
college systems, such as the University of California system, have conducted studies on 
the validity of this test.  Studies from the University of California and the College Board 
have shown similar results—where the writing section has been found to be “the most 
predictive section of the SAT, slightly more predictive than either math or critical 
reading” (College Board, 2010A, p. 1).  Lovler, Miller, and McIntire, 2011 claimed that 
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most validity studies suggest that the SAT scores, when combined with high school 
records, are predictive of college freshmen grades, with uncorrected validity coefficients 
ranging between .35 and .42 (and with corrected validity coefficients somewhat higher) 
(p. 483). 
Procedures 
  Before conducting any research, the author completed an application to the 
Liberty University Institutional Review Board (IRB), as well as a similar application to 
the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (CPHS) at the college for approval 
to use the intended population.  The final preparatory step was to create an account with 
SurveyMonkey.com as a means of distributing the survey electronically to student 
participants that were unable to complete the written questionnaire in person.  The order 
of general procedures included: 
1. Contacting all faculty members teaching freshmen writing courses in the spring 
semester to explain the study and to ask permission to visit their writing classes 
during the spring semester to distribute the questionnaire to freshmen students 
who have completed the SAT exam and the ENG: 101 Writing I course. 
2. Visiting each section of ENG 102: Writing II or ENG102H: Honors Writing II in 
the spring semester to distribute and collect all questionnaires.   
3. Emailing the survey link to SurveyMonkey.com to any students who were absent 
from class or unable to complete the paper copy for any reason. 
4. Sending a follow-up email to participants requesting proof of the text message 
numbers reported on their questionnaires. 
5. Collecting and entering all validated information into spreadsheets. 
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6. Analyzing all data using SPSS. 
The study complied with all FERPA regulations.  The questionnaire included an 
informed consent form, granting the author permission to obtain and/or verify the 
students’ Writing I course final grades and SAT writing scores from the college 
Registrar’s office.  This informed consent also assured students that their information 
would be kept confidential, secure, used only for the purpose of this study, and would be 
properly destroyed at the end of the study.  Students were also given the option to 
discontinue the study at any time.   
Participants were contacted when the investigator visited their freshman writing 
classes to distribute the short voluntary questionnaire.  Students who were absent and/or 
unable to complete the questionnaire on paper were emailed all documents and provided 
with a link to take the questionnaire online. 
Each of the students were asked for their gender, college class, their best SAT 
Writing Score, their Writing I final grade, their total number of text messages during the 
months of August and September 2011, and their total number of text messages during 
the two months before they took the SAT.  Students had to retrieve cell phone bills or 
contact their cell phone provider for this information. 
Before distributing the questionnaire, the investigator reviewed an informed 
consent document (see Appendix E).  Students in the classroom were given up to 10 
minutes to review and sign the document.  All informed consent documents were 
collected before distributing the questionnaire.  Students who received the documents 
electronically were asked electronically sign and email the investigator the consent form 
before completing the questionnaire. 
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Because the questionnaire was delivered to most students during a class session, 
students were only given 15 minutes to complete the questionnaire.  Students that did not 
complete it during this timeframe were allowed to submit it to the investigator by the 
following week.   
There were two options for students to submit late questionnaires to the 
investigator: 1) by hand delivering it in person to the researcher's office; or 2) by entering 
the information electronically and submitting their final answers via Survey Monkey.  
Finally, students signed the questionnaire to grant the investigator permission to verify 
the two academic scores from the Registrar's office. 
According to CollegeStats.org (2010), the percent of undergraduate enrollment at 
the college over the age of 25 is less than 1% and the percent of non-Caucasian students 
is less than 20% (p. 4).  Because of these low numbers, it was not the intent of this study 
to evaluate differences by age.  Ethnic data was not included in the analysis due to a lack 
of racial diversity at the college.  The study did compare gender differences since the 
college’s undergraduate population is approximately 30% male.  In the end, all of the 
aforementioned information was collected in the questionnaire (see Appendix D).  The 
data that was collected from the SAT writing tests and fall 2011 Writing I final grades 
was organized into the data sets described below. 
Valid proof of text message data (electronic or via printed cell phone bill) listing 
the number of text messages sent and received per month was collected within a week of 
all participants having completed the questionnaire.  This data was tallied and averaged to 
develop a mean that represented each student’s average monthly text message use.  Since 
participants only included freshmen college students who have taken the SAT writing 
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test, all questionnaires by students who did not take the SAT writing test were removed 
from the sample.  Other questionnaires omitted from the test included surveys where text 
message data was not validated, or where students tested out of the Writing I course 
altogether.  
The data was first organized into a spreadsheet with the following columns: 1. 
Student Name (coded as a “Participant Number” for privacy), 2. Gender, 3. Total Text 
Messages for Month A1, 4. Total Text Messages for Month A2, 5. Total Text Messages 
for Month B1, 6. Total Text Messages for Month B2, 7. Mean Text Messages for A 
(before SAT), 8. Mean Text Messages for B (before college writing course), 9. SAT 
Writing Score, and 10. Final Writing Course Grade (from their present college writing 
course). 
This raw data was then broken down into smaller spreadsheets of isolated data 
sets to be analyzed.  Spreadsheet A included data for analysis of the entire sample that 
compared the students’ SAT writing scores and mean total monthly text messages from 
the two months immediately preceding that test.  It included columns for: 1. Participant 
Number, 2. SAT Writing Score, and 3. Mean Total Text Messages (A). 
Spreadsheet A2 included data for analysis based on gender.  It showed the entire 
male population and entire female population’s text message means beside their SAT 
writing scores.  This table included columns for: 1. Participant Number, 2. Gender, 3. 
SAT Writing Score, and 4. Mean Total Text Messages (A).  This list was sorted by 
gender and divided into two groups—male and female.  
A second round of data sets was then assembled for a data analysis to compare the 
average total monthly text messages from the months of August and September 2011 
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(preceding the students’ freshman semester) with the students’ final writing course 
grades.  Spreadsheet B included data for analysis of the entire sample that compared the 
students’ final writing course grades and mean total text messages.  It included columns 
for: 1. Participant Number, 2. Final Writing Course Grade, 3. Mean Total Text Messages 
(B), and a column for their attitudinal response to the statement: “My Writing I final 
grade is an accurate reflection of my formal college writing skills.” 
Spreadsheet B2 included data for analysis based on gender.  It showed the entire 
male population and entire female population’s text message means beside their final 
writing course grades.  This table included columns for: 1. Participant Number, 2. 
Gender, 3. Final Writing Course Grade, and 4. Mean Total Text Messages (B).  This list 
was sorted by gender and divided into two groups—male and female.  
Because of the likelihood of the students’ text message volume increasing from 
their high school to college years, the researcher was careful not to combine the two text 
message averages.  The text message averages remained separated as their a) text 
message volume means before the SAT and b) text message volume means before their 
first college writing course.  Likewise, there was no pairing or correlation between the 
SAT writing scores and final writing course grades.  Correlational tests were only 
conducted between the pre-SAT text message volume and the SAT writing score, and 
between the pre-college writing text message volume and the final writing course grades.  
The population’s combined text message means was analyzed within their respective data 
sets and then any differences in these correlations were examined by gender between the 
male and female participants. 
The strengths of these procedures included: 
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• Gathering the primary data after the fact to eliminate the influence the study 
would have if the data were collected during the months the students took the test 
and were engaged in their texting. 
• Isolating and analyzing the data in multiple ways to strengthen consistent 
relationships and suggestion(s) of the study. 
• Text message data was recorded from the two consecutive months before the time 
the students took the SAT test and the two consecutive months prior to their 
formal writing course, for an accurate texting habit snapshot of student prior to 
these activities. 
Research Design 
This study used the quantitative approach because it primarily involved the 
collection and analysis of numerical data and did not involve significant time spent in 
qualitative research conducting interviews or partaking in live observation.  Since using 
just one test for each data set would provide sufficient power and reduce the chances of 
incorrect decisions (Types I & II errors), an examination of the differences between the 
two correlation coefficients (male & female) for each of the two main research questions 
was necessary. 
Since there were two independent variables (one categorical and one continuous) 
and one continuous dependent variable for each group, the ideal test for this study was a 
test that focused on multiple regression where data could be used for prediction between 
variables and the amount of variance they accounted for.  Testing for multiple regression 
showed “how much variance in the DV is accounted for by linear combination of the 
IVs” [and] “how strongly related to the DV is the beta coefficient for each IV” (Marenco, 
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2011, p. 5). 
A multiple linear regression analysis to assess this data with the intended power 
of 0.80, level of significance of 0.05, and a medium effect size of 0.25 (25 points on the 
SAT scores on a scale of 200 to 800 points, and a quarter of a point [0.25] on the 
students’ final writing course grade on a scale from 0.7 to 4.0) required a minimum 
sample size of 55 students to participate in the study.  This calculation was made using 
the software program G*Power 3.1.3. 
The following is a review of the six main research questions of the study in which 
the research design was based: 
 Research Question 1: Is there a relationship between students’ average monthly 
volume of text messaging and their formal writing performance on the SAT writing 
placement test? 
Research Question 2: Is there a relationship between male students’ average 
monthly volume of text messaging and their formal writing performance on the SAT 
writing placement test? 
 Research Question 3:  Is there a relationship between female students’ average 
monthly volume of text messaging and their formal writing performance on the SAT 
writing placement test? 
Research Question 4: Is there a relationship between college students’ average 
monthly volume of text messaging and formal writing performance in their first 
semester college writing course? 
 Research Question 5:  Is there a relationship between male college students’ 
average monthly volume of text messaging and formal writing performance in their 
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first semester college writing course? 
Research Question 6:  Is there a relationship between female college students’ 
average monthly volume of text messaging and formal writing performance in their 
first semester college writing course? 
Hypotheses  
The following is a review of the six null hypotheses of the study: 
1. There will be no significant relationship between the average number of text 
messages the sample sent and received per month and their formal writing 
performance on the SAT writing section. 
2. There will be no significant relationship between the average number of text 
messages male students sent and received per month and their formal writing 
performance on the SAT writing section. 
3. There will be no significant relationship between the average number of text 
messages female students sent and received per month and their formal 
writing performance on the SAT writing section. 
4. There will be no significant relationship between the average number of text 
messages the sample sent and received per month and their formal writing 
performance as based on their freshman Writing I course final grade.   
5. There will be no significant relationship between the average number of text 
messages male students sent and received per month and their formal writing 
performance as based on their freshman Writing I course final grade.   
6. There will be no significant relationship between the average number of text 
messages female students sent and received per month and their formal 
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writing performance as based on their freshman Writing I course final grade.   
The data that was collected for analysis included: 1. Student Name (coded as a 
“Participant Number” for privacy), 2. Gender, 3. Total Text Messages for Month A1, 4. 
Total Text Messages for Month A2, 5. Total Text Messages for Month B1, 6. Total Text 
Messages for Month B2, 7. Mean Text Messages for A (before SAT), 8. Mean Text 
Messages for B (before college writing course), 9. SAT Writing Score, and 10. Final 
Writing Course Grade (from their present college writing course). 
The statistical procedures that were used included the development of an interval 
scale that compared the means of each student’s mean monthly text message total 
(Correlation A) with their SAT writing score, mean monthly text message total 
(Correlation B) with their final college writing course grade, and then looked at each of 
these scales through the context of gender. 
Data Analysis 
For each data set, a multiple linear regression analysis was applied to the entire 
sample of each spreadsheet.  The following data was collected for the study: 
1. Data on the entire collective sample showing a positive, negative, or no significant 
correlation between the students’ SAT writing scores and mean total text messages 
(Correlation A).   
2. Data on the entire male population showing a positive, negative, or no significant 
correlation between the students’ SAT writing scores and mean total text messages 
(Correlation A). 
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3. Data on the entire female population showing a positive, negative, or no significant 
correlation between the students’ SAT writing scores and mean total text messages 
(Correlation A). 
4. Data on the entire collective sample showing a positive, negative, or no significant 
correlation between the students’ formal college writing course grades and mean 
total text messages (Correlation B). 
5. Data on the entire male population showing a positive, negative, or no significant 
correlation between the students’ formal college writing course grades and mean 
total text messages (Correlation B). 
6. Data on the entire female population showing a positive, negative, or no significant 
correlation between the students’ formal college writing course grades and mean 
total text messages (Correlation B). 
The results discussed in chapter four will indicate whether a positive, negative, or 
no significant relationship was found between the number of text messages students sent 
and received per month and their SAT writing test scores.  Similar data will be reviewed 
when comparing the students’ more recent monthly text message volume with their final 
college writing course grades.   
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to reveal whether there is a relationship between 
students’ average monthly volume of text messaging and the quality of their formal 
writing performance at the high school and college level.  Chapter Four reviews the 
findings which are based upon the following six research questions that led the study:  
1. Is there a relationship between students’ average monthly volume of text 
messaging and their formal writing performance on the SAT writing placement 
test?  
2. Is there a relationship between male students’ average monthly volume of text 
messaging and their formal writing performance on the SAT writing placement 
test? 
3. Is there a relationship between female students’ average monthly volume of text 
messaging and their formal writing performance on the SAT writing placement 
test? 
4. Is there a relationship between college students’ average monthly volume of text 
messaging and formal writing performance in their first semester college writing 
course? 
5. Is there a relationship between male college students’ average monthly volume of 
text messaging and formal writing performance in their first semester college 
writing course? 
6. Is there a relationship between female college students’ average monthly volume 
of text messaging and formal writing performance in their first semester college 
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writing course? 
Review of Procedures 
The order of general procedures for the study included: 
1. Contacting all faculty members teaching ENG 102: Writing II or ENG102H: 
Honors Writing II in the spring semester to explain the study and to ask 
permission to visit their writing classes during the spring semester to 
distribute the questionnaire to freshmen students who have taken the SAT 
exam and ENG: 101 Writing I course. 
2. Visiting each section of ENG 102: Writing II or ENG102H: Honors Writing II 
in the spring semester to distribute and collect all questionnaires.   
3. Emailing the survey link to SurveyMonkey.com to any students who were 
absent from class or unable to complete the paper copy for any reason. 
4. Sending a follow-up email to participants requesting proof of the text message 
numbers reported on their questionnaires. 
5. Collecting and entering all validated information into spreadsheets. 
6. Analyzing all data using SPSS. 
The study complied with all FERPA regulations.  The questionnaire included an 
informed consent, which allowed the author the ability to obtain and/or verify their 
writing course final grade and SAT writing score from the college Registrar’s Office.  
This informed consent also assured students that their information would be kept 
confidential, secure, used only for the purpose of this study, and would be destroyed 
properly at the end of the study.  Students were also given the option to discontinue the 
study at any time.   
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Participants were contacted when the investigator visited their freshman writing 
classes to distribute the short voluntary questionnaire found in Appendix D.  Students 
who were absent and/or unable to complete the questionnaire on paper were emailed and 
provided with a link to complete the questionnaire online.   
The students were asked to complete the short questionnaire indicating their 
gender, college class, their best SAT Writing Score, their Writing I final grade, their total 
number of text messages during the months of August and September 2011, and their 
total number of text messages during the two months before they took the SAT.  Students 
were responsible for retrieving cell phone bills and/or contacting their cell phone 
providers for this information.   
Before distributing the questionnaire, the investigator distributed and reviewed an 
informed consent document (see Appendix E).  Students in the classroom were given 
approximately 10 minutes to review and sign the informed consent document.  All 
informed consent documents were collected before distributing the questionnaire.  
Students who completed the documents electronically were asked to complete and email 
the investigator the consent form before completing the questionnaire. 
Because the questionnaire was delivered to most students during a class session, 
students were only given 15 minutes to complete the questionnaire.  Many of the students 
were unable to complete the questionnaire during this timeframe, due to missing 
information in one of the categories.  These students were allowed to submit the 
questionnaire to the investigator during the following week. 
Two options were provided for students to submit late questionnaires to the 
investigator: 1) by hand delivering it in person to the researcher's office; or 2) by entering 
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the information electronically and submitting their final answers via Survey Monkey.  
Finally, students signed the questionnaire to grant the investigator permission to verify 
the two academic scores from the Registrar's office. 
Collected Data 
A total of 127 fully-completed questionnaires were obtained by the end of the 
collection period.  There were 79 female respondents and 48 male respondents.  Out of 
these 127 questionnaires, 91 were collected via the paper version distributed to students 
in the Writing II classrooms and 36 were submitted to the researcher electronically 
through SurveyMonkey.com.  Over 80% of the participants emailed their cell phone bills 
or forwarded text messages from their cell phone service providers indicating their 
monthly text message totals.  The rest of the students provided hard copies of their cell 
phone bills. 
Omissions 
Among the 127 questionnaires completed by the college freshmen, 53 of these 
questionnaires were omitted from either one or both of the correlational studies due to 
missing or non-validated data.  In these omissions, the students did not provide a cell 
phone bill or forward electronic communication to the researcher verifying the total 
monthly text message totals (or lack thereof) reported in their questionnaires. 
None of the questionnaires that contained debatable monthly text message totals 
were validated by their respective participants.  Examples of “debatable” data included 
questionnaires where student participants entered the exact same number for each 
monthly text message total or numbers perfectly rounded to the thousandth, such as 
“1,000” and “2,000.”  This initially generated the question of whether there was a text 
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message plan that capped a user’s monthly text message volume to an even number such 
as 1,000 or 2,000.   
The researcher contacted each of the major cell phone service providers (Verizon, 
AT&T, T-Mobile and Sprint) and confirmed that there is no text message plan that would 
cap a user’s monthly text message volume to a number such as these.  Cell phone users 
either pay (usually $0.15 or $0.20) per text message, or are allowed unlimited texting 
under select plans.  Again, none of the students who entered questionable monthly text 
message totals (such as the examples above) provided the researcher with written 
confirmation showing the accuracy of these amounts—and were thus omitted from the 
study.   
The second group of participant data omitted from both studies included 
questionnaires with missing text message totals.  In circumstances where data was 
omitted under this category, the participant often wrote the words (or equivalent words 
to) “I don’t know” for each of their monthly text message totals.  See Appendix F for 
participant data omitted from both tests due to non-validated and/or missing monthly text 
message totals. 
Two groups of participant data were omitted exclusively from the SAT 
correlational analysis.  These groups consisted of any students who: a) did not take the 
SAT exam or did not report their SAT scores to the college, or b) whose data contained 
missing or non-validated pre-SAT text message totals.  See Appendix G for participant 
data omitted from the SAT correlational analysis due to missing SAT scores and 
Appendix H for participant data omitted from the SAT correlational study due to missing 
or non-validated pre-SAT text message totals. 
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 The final group of participant data to be omitted from the study was removed 
exclusively from the Writing I correlational analysis.  This group of omissions consisted 
of students who placed out of their Writing I fall freshman course altogether.  Note that 
no participant data was omitted from the Writing I correlational analysis for missing or 
non-validated pre-Writing I text message totals alone.   
Any participant data omitted for missing or non-validated pre-Writing I text 
message totals also contained missing, questionable, or non-validated pre-SAT text 
message data as seen in Appendix F.  See Appendix I for participant data omitted only 
from the Writing I correlational analysis due to placing out of Writing I prior to their first 
college semester. 
Sample Data 
After the above omissions, the sample data included for multiple regression tests 
included 78 completed and validated questionnaires for the SAT Writing Score 
correlational test and 92 completed and validated questionnaires for the Writing I final 
grade correlational analysis.  See Appendix J for sample participant data tested for the 
SAT Writing Score correlational analysis and Appendix K for sample participant data 
tested for the Writing I final grade correlational analysis. 
 The final set of data collected from the questionnaire included attitudinal data 
based on the scale question statement, “My Writing I final grade is an accurate reflection 
of my formal college writing skills.”  This data was analyzed twice: first from all 127 
participants who completed the questionnaire (see Table 4.1) and then from the isolated 
population of 92 participants that was included in the Writing I correlational analysis (see 
Table 4.2).   
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 As is shown in Tables 4.7 and 4.8, in both data sets over 80% of the students 
selected “somewhat agree” or better—and over 55% of these students selected “agree” to 
strongly agree” as an indicator that their Writing I final grade was an accurate reflection 
of their formal college writing skills. 
Table 4.1 
Attitudinal Data from All Participants who Completed the Questionnaire, Based on the 
Scale Question Statement, “My Writing I Final Grade is an Accurate Reflection of My 
Formal College Writing Skills”. 
Answer Choice Responses Percent 
Strongly Agree 42 33.07% 
Agree 28 22.05% 
Somewhat Agree 33 25.98% 
Disagree 21 16.54% 
Strongly Disagree 3 2.36% 
Total 127 100% 
 
Table 4.2 
Attitudinal Data from the Isolated Population of Participants that was Included in the 
Writing I Correlational Analysis, Based on the Scale Question Statement, “My Writing I 
Final Grade is an Accurate Reflection of My Formal College Writing Skills”. 
Answer Choice Responses Percent 
Strongly Agree 33 35.87% 
Agree 21 22.83% 
Somewhat Agree 20 21.74% 
Disagree 16 17.39% 
Strongly Disagree 2 2.17% 
Total 92 100% 
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Data Analysis 
The two main data sets were tested using multiple regression, since using just one 
test for each data set provided more power than six Pearson r tests and reduced the 
chance of incorrect decisions (Types I & II errors).  The researcher also chose this test 
over six Pearson tests because there were two independent variables (one categorical and 
one continuous) and one continuous dependent variable for each group, where multiple 
regression could be used for prediction between variables and the amount of variance 
they accounted for via the formula E(Y) = α + β1 x1 + β2x2.  Testing for multiple 
regression showed “how much variance in the DV [dependent variable] is accounted for 
by linear combination of the IVs [independent variables]” [and] “how strongly related to 
the DV is the beta coefficient for each IV” (Marenco, 2011, p. 5). 
A multiple linear regression analysis used to assess this data with the intended 
power of 0.80, level of significance of 0.05, and a medium effect size of 0.25 (25 points 
on the SAT scores on a scale of 200 to 800 points, and a quarter of a point [0.25] on the 
students’ final writing course grade on a passing scale from 0.7 to 4.0) required a 
minimum sample size of 55 students to participate in the study.  This calculation was 
made using the statistical software program G*Power 3.1.3 and based on this calculation, 
the researcher collected well beyond the required number of questionnaires for the two 
tests.  Below are the SPSS results of each test, along with a summary of the data by the 
researcher. 
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Correlation A: SAT Writing Score Correlation 
Table 4.3 
Descriptive Statistics for the SAT Writing Score Correlational Analysis. 
  Mean Std. Deviation N 
SAT 489.3590 64.9143 78 
Gender .6282 .4864 78 
Texts 2051.4744 2405.0791 78 
 
 Table 4.3 summarizes the three variables in the study: the mean, standard 
deviation, and sample size of 78.  The mean SAT writing score of all participants was M 
= 489.36.  The range for this score was 200 to 800 points, indicating the mean score of 
these students to be almost perfectly in the middle range.  Gender was entered as 0 for 
male and 1 for female, where M = .6282 can be translated to 62.82% of the participants 
being female.  Lastly, the average monthly text message volume for this group was just 
over 2,405 text messages per month. 
 The standard deviation for the SAT writing score was 64.91 points from the 
mean.  The standard deviation for gender was the expected .49.  The standard deviation 
for average monthly text message volume showed the highest level of variety at 2,405.08. 
Table 4.4 
Correlations for the SAT Writing Score Analysis. 
    SAT Gender Texts 
Pearson Correlation SAT 1.00 .01 -.09 
  Gender .01 1.00 -.06 
  Texts -.09 -.06 1.00 
Sig. (1-tailed) SAT . .47 .21 
  Gender .47 . .30 
  Texts .21 .30 . 
N SAT 78 78 78 
  Gender 78 78 78 
  Texts 78 78 78 
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Table 4.4 consists of the data output for correlations on the SAT writing score 
analysis.  The Pearson and 1-tailed test show that none of the variables are closely 
related.  An analysis of each gender will be reviewed in the scatterplot diagrams that 
follow.  
Table 4.5 
Model Summary for the SAT Writing Score Correlation. 
Mode
l R R Square 
Adjusted 
R Square 
Std. Error 
of the 
Estimate 
1 .092
a
 .008 -.018 65.4957 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Texts, Gender 
 
For the model summary, R square (the squared correlation coefficient) depicts the 
extent of variance in the dependent variable that is explained by the independent 
variables.  This number is not very favorable at less than 1%.  The standard error of the 
estimate was 65.50. 
Table 4.6 
ANOVA
b 
Results for the SAT Writing Score Correlation. 
Mode
l   
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
1 Regression 2741.634 2 1370.817 .320 .727
a
 
  Residual 321726.315 75 4289.684     
  Total 324467.949 77       
a. Predictors: (Constant), Texts, Gender 
b. Dependent Variable: SAT 
 
In the ANOVA results, the Sum of Squares column shows the total sum of 
squares to be TSS = Σ(y - y )2 = 324467.95, with the residual sum of squares to predict y 
to be SSE = Σ(y -ŷ)2 = 321726.32.  Applying the formula R2 = TSS – SSE, divided by 
TSS, the result is .008 as seen in the Model Summary section of Table 4.5.  Using gender 
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and monthly text message volume together to predict SAT writing scores provides an 8% 
reduction in the prediction error relative to using only y  alone. 
The resulting total degrees of freedom (df) was 77, with an F statistic of .320 and 
a level of significance of .727
 a
.  The F statistic was close enough to 1 that it failed to 
reject the null hypotheses.  Since the alpha level of significance for this study was .05, the 
p-value of .727
 
was not statistically significant—failing to show a significant relationship 
between these variables. 
Table 4.7 
Coefficients
 a 
for the SAT Writing Score Correlation. 
l  Mode 
Unstandardized 
Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 
95% Confidence 
Interval for B 
    B 
Std. 
Error Beta     
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
1 (Constant) 494.158 14.012   35.266 .000 466.244 522.072 
  Gender .440 15.373 .003 .029 .977 -30.184 31.064 
  Texts -.002 .003 -.092 -.796 .429 -.009 .004 
a. Dependent Variable: SAT 
 
For Table 4.7, the regression equation for predicting text message volume is E(Y) 
= .440X gender + 494.16 where Beta (the probability of a Type II error) was just .003.  
The regression equation for predicting gender is Y = .003X texts + 494.16 where Beta 
was -.092.  The 95% confidence interval for the slope was -30.18 to 31.06 for gender and 
-.009 to .004 for average monthly text message volume.  Again, with the level of 
significance for this study set to .05, the results of .98 and .43 (p > .05) failed to reject the 
null hypotheses, showing no significant relationship among these variables. 
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Figure 4.1 
Histogram for the SAT Writing Score Correlation. 
 
The histogram for partial regression in the SAT writing score correlation (above) 
and P-Plot (below) show a relatively standard distribution for this test.  Following this 
figure are three scatterplots produced to show any relationships between: 1) texting 
volume and SAT writing scores for all students, 2) texting volume and SAT writing 
scores for male students, and 3) texting volume and SAT writing scores for female 
students. 
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Figure 4.2 
Normal P-Plot of Regression Standardized Residual in the SAT Writing Score 
Correlation. 
 
Figure 4.3 
Scatterplot of Texting Volume and SAT Writing Scores for All Students.
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The dot cluster in Figure 4.3 does not show a significant positive or negative 
relationship between variables.  The Pearson correlation for all students was -.09 with a 
level of significance of .21.  This data failed to reject the null hypothesis (H01) which 
stated that there would be no significant relationship between the average number of text 
messages the entire collective sample sent and received per month and their formal 
writing performance on the SAT writing section. 
Figure 4.4 
Scatterplot of Texting Volume and SAT Writing Scores for Male Students. 
 
 
The dot cluster in Figure 4.4 does not show a significant positive or negative 
relationship between variables.  The Pearson correlation for male students only was .10 
with a level of significance of .30.  This data failed to reject the null hypothesis (H02) 
which stated that there would be no significant relationship between the average number 
of text messages male students sent and received per month and their formal writing 
performance on the SAT writing section. 
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Figure 4.5 
Scatterplot of Texting Volume and SAT Writing Scores for Female Students.  
 
The dot cluster in Figure 4.5 shows a negative relationship between variables.  
The Pearson correlation for female students only was -.33 with a level of significance of 
.01.  This data rejects the null hypothesis (H03), showing a significant negative 
relationship between the average number of text messages female students sent and 
received per month and their formal writing performance on the SAT writing section. 
Correlation B: Writing I Final Grade Correlation 
Table 4.8 
Descriptive Statistics for the Writing I Final Grade Correlational Analysis. 
  Mean Std. Deviation N 
Writing 3.1685 .5214 92 
Gender .6196 .4882 92 
Texts 2191.9022 2672.4166 92 
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 Table 4.8 summarizes the three variables in the study: the mean, standard 
deviation, and sample size of 92.  The mean Writing I final grade of all participants was 
M = 3.1 (or a B- in terms of a letter grade).  The range for this score was 0.7 to 4.0 
points, indicating the mean score of these students to be within the upper range of 
possible grades.  Gender was entered as 0 for male and 1 for female, where M = .6196 
can be translated to 61.96% of the participants being female.  Lastly, the average monthly 
text message volume for this group was just over 2,192 text messages per month. 
 The standard deviation for the Writing I final grade was only .52139 points from 
the mean.  The standard deviation for gender was the expected .49.  The standard 
deviation for average monthly text message volume showed the highest level of 
variability at 2,672.42. 
Table 4.9 
Correlations for the Writing I Final Grade Analysis. 
    Writing Gender Texts 
Pearson Correlation Writing 1.00 .12 -.13 
  Gender .12 1.00 .05 
  Texts -.15 .05 1.00 
Sig. (1-tailed) Writing . .13 .08 
  Gender .13 . .33 
  Texts .08 .33 . 
N Writing 92 92 92 
  Gender 92 92 92 
  Texts 92 92 92 
 
Table 4.9 consists of the data output for correlations on the Writing I final grade 
analysis.  The Pearson and 1-tailed test show that none of the variables are closely 
related. 
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Table 4.10 
Model Summary
b 
for the Writing I Final Grade Correlation. 
Mode
l R R Square 
Adjusted 
R Square 
Std. Error 
of the 
Estimate 
1 .193
a
 .037 .016 .5173 
a. Predictors: (Constant), Texts, Gender 
b. Dependent Variable: Writing 
 
For the model summary, R square (the squared correlation coefficient) depicts the 
extent of variance in the dependent variable that is explained by the independent 
variables.  This number is not highly favorable at 16%, but stronger than the adjusted R 
square in the SAT writing score correlation.  The standard error of the estimate was .53. 
Table 4.11 
ANOVA
b 
Results for the Writing I Final Grade Correlation. 
Mode
l   
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Square F Sig. 
1 Regression .922 2 .461 1.723 .184
a
 
  Residual 23.816 89 .268     
  Total 24.739 91       
a. Predictors: (Constant), Texts, Gender 
b. Dependent Variable: Writing 
 
In the ANOVA results, the Sum of Squares column shows the total sum of 
squares to be TSS = Σ(y - y )2 = 24.739, with the residual sum of squares to predict y to 
be SSE = Σ(y -ŷ)2 = 23.816.  Applying the formula R2 = TSS – SSE, divided by TSS, the 
result is .037 as seen in the Model Summary section of Table 4.10.  Using gender and 
monthly text message volume together to predict Writing I final grades provides a 3.7% 
reduction in the prediction error relative to using only y  alone. 
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The resulting total degrees of freedom (df) was 91, with an F statistic of 1.723 and 
a level of significance of .184
 a
.  The F statistic was close enough to 1 that it failed to 
reject the null hypotheses.  The alpha level of significance for this study was .05 and the 
p-value of .184
 
was not statistically significant, failing to show a significant relationship 
between these variables. 
Table 4.12 
Coefficients
a 
for the Writing I Final Grade Correlation. 
l  Mode 
Unstandardized 
Coefficients 
Standardized 
Coefficients t Sig. 
95% Confidence 
Interval for B 
    B 
Std. 
Error Beta     
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
1 (Constant) 3.148 .097   32.568 .000 2.956 3.340 
  Gender .137 .111 .128 1.229 .222 -.084 .358 
  Texts -2.94E-
005 
.000 -.151 -1.449 .151 .000 .000 
a. Dependent Variable: Writing 
 
For Table 4.12, the regression equation for predicting text message volume is 
E(Y) = .137X gender + 3.15 where Beta (the probability of a Type II error) was .13.  The 
regression equation for predicting gender is Y = .-2.94E-005X texts + 3.15 where Beta 
was -.15.  The 95% confidence interval for the slope was -.08 to .36 for gender and .00 to 
.00 for average monthly text message volume.  Again, with the level of significance for 
this study set to .05, the results of .22 and .15
 
(p > .05) failed to reject the null 
hypotheses, showing no significant relationship among these variables. 
Figure 4.6  
Histogram for the Writing I Final Grade Correlation. 
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The histogram for partial regression (above) and P-Plot (below) show the 
distribution for the Writing I final grade correlation test.  Following this figure are three 
scatterplots produced to show any relationships between: 1) texting volume and Writing I 
grades for all students, 2) texting volume and Writing I grades for male students, and 3) 
texting volume and Writing I grades for female students. 
Figure 4.7 
Normal P-Plot of Regression Standardized Residual in the Writing I Grade Correlation. 
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Figure 4.8 
Scatterplot of Texting Volume and Writing I Grades for All Students 
 
The dot cluster in Figure 4.8 does not show a significant positive or negative 
relationship between variables.  The Pearson correlation for all students was -.15 with a 
level of significance of .08.  This data failed to reject the null hypothesis (H04) which 
stated that there would be no significant relationship between the average number of text 
messages the entire collective sample sent and received per month and their formal 
writing performance as based on their freshman Writing I course final grade. 
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Figure 4.9 
Scatterplot of Texting Volume and Writing I Grades for Male Students 
 
The dot cluster in Figure 4.9 does not show a significant positive or negative 
relationship between variables.  The Pearson correlation for male students only was -.10 
with a level of significance of .28.  This data failed to reject the null hypothesis (H05) 
which stated that there would be no significant relationship between the average number 
of text messages male students sent and received per month and their formal writing 
performance as based on their freshman Writing I course final grade.  
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Figure 4.10 
Scatterplot of Texting Volume and Writing I Grades for Female Students 
 
The dot cluster in Figure 4.10 does not show a significant positive or negative 
relationship between variables.  The Pearson correlation for female students only was  
-.18 with a level of significance of .09.  This data failed to reject the null hypothesis (H06) 
which stated that there would be no significant relationship between the average number 
of text messages female students sent and received per month and their formal writing 
performance as based on their freshman Writing I course final grade.   
Summary 
The results of the SAT writing score correlational analysis (A) failed to reject two 
of the three null hypotheses, with there being no significant relationship between the 
average number of text messages students sent and received per month and their formal 
writing performance as based on their SAT writing score.  By isolating gender, a 
significant negative relationship was found between female students’ text message 
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volume and SAT writing scores.  The Pearson correlation for this group was -.33 with a 
level of significance of .01.  This data rejected the null hypothesis (H03), correlating 
higher average number of text messages with a lower writing performance on the SAT 
writing section for female students. 
The Pearson and 1-tailed test showed that none of the variables were closely 
related.  The ANOVA results indicated an F statistic that was close enough to 1 that it 
failed to reject the null hypotheses, and since the level of significance for this study was 
.05, the result of .73
 
was not statistically significant—showing no significant relationship 
between these variables.  Lastly, the coefficients table depicted level of significance 
results of .98 and .43
 
(p > .05), which failed to reject the null hypotheses, showing no 
significant relationship among these variables. 
 The results of the Writing I final grade correlational analysis (B) all failed to 
reject the null hypotheses, showing no significant relationship between the average 
number of text messages students sent and received per month and their formal writing 
performance as based on their freshman Writing I course final grades. 
The Pearson and 1-tailed test showed that none of the variables were closely 
related.  The ANOVA results showed an F statistic close enough to 1 that it failed to 
reject the null hypotheses.  With the level of significance for the study at .05, the result of 
.184
 
showed no significant relationship between the variables.  Lastly, the coefficients 
table illustrated level of significance results of .22 and .15
 
(p > .05) which failed to reject 
the null hypothesis, showing no significant relationship among these variables. 
The histograms for partial regression in each of the correlational studies showed a 
relatively standard distribution for the tests.  With the exception of females’ SAT writing 
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score and average monthly text message volume, the majority of data rejected the null 
hypotheses which stated that there would be no significant relationship between the 
average number of text messages students sent and received per month and their formal 
writing performance as based on their SAT writing score and freshman Writing I course 
final grades. 
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 
Overview 
It is often seen as a problem the way texting is replacing talking among teens 
(Lindley, 2008, p. 19), especially since their primary form of communication in the 
classroom is oral communication and formal writing.  In addition, texting has been 
blamed for hampering students’ formal writing skills.  Plester, Wood, and Bell (2008) 
claimed texting (which is more conversationally based) is appearing in standard written 
English and that “this concern, often cited in the media, is based on anecdotes and 
reported incidents of text language used in schoolwork” (p. 138).  Rosen, Chang, Erwin, 
Carrier, and Cheever (2010) added that “educators and the media have decried the use of 
these shortcuts, suggesting that they are causing youth … to lose the ability to write 
acceptable English prose” (p. 421).  Lastly, Vosloo (2009) agreed that “for a number of 
years teachers and parents have blamed texting for two ills: the corruption of language 
and the degradation in spelling of youth writing” (p. 2). 
At this time, only a small number of studies have been focused on the impact that 
high levels of text messaging may have on teenagers, and even fewer studies have been 
focused on their ramifications on formal writing in an education setting.  Simply put, 
further research is needed to reveal the impact that high levels of text messaging may 
have on teenagers and young adults when it comes to formal writing at the high school 
and college level. 
Prior to this study, most of the literature on text messaging has focused on 
sociological connections (Taylor & Harper, 2003; Faulkner & Culwin, 2005; Igarashi, 
Takai, & Yoshida, 2005) and emotional links (Reid & Reid, 2007; Igarashi, Motoyoshi, 
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Takai, & Yoshida, 2008; Lin & Peper, 2009), literacy (McWilliam, Schepman, & 
Rodway, 2009; Plester, Wood, & Joshi, 2009; Rosen, Chang, Erwin, Carrier, & Cheever, 
2010), and the ways schools can use the technology to enhance a student’s education 
(Harley, Winn, Pemberton, & Wilcox, 2007; Hill, Hill, & Sherman, 2007; Naismith, 
2007; Buczynski, 2008).   
While studies have shown positive correlations between students who text and the 
intimacy levels of their communication (Igarashi, Takai, & Yoshida, 2005), many 
questions remain in regards to texting and its relationship to formal writing ability in the 
classroom.  This study aimed to discover whether there is a relationship between 
students’ average monthly text message volume and their formal writing performance at 
the high school and college level.  Text message totals were collected from 127 students 
and compared to their SAT writing scores and final grades in their freshman Writing I 
courses.   
Of the 127 questionnaires, over 66% of the student data was able to be validated 
and tested via multiple regression.  Five of the six null hypotheses could not be rejected, 
where no significant relationship could be found between text message volume and 
formal writing scores on the SAT writing test and final Writing I grades.  One significant 
negative relationship was found between female students’ text message volume and their 
SAT writing scores.  The Pearson correlation for this group was -.33 with a level of 
significance of .01 where (p < .05).  This data rejected the null hypothesis (H03), 
correlating higher average text message volume with a lower writing performance on the 
SAT writing section for female students. 
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Findings for Research Question 1 
Research question 1 asked: Is there a relationship between students’ average 
monthly volume of text messaging and their formal writing performance on the SAT 
writing placement test?  The Pearson r for the correlation between the SAT writing scores 
and average monthly text message volume was slightly negative at -.09, with a level of 
significance of .21.  The Pearson and 1-tailed test showed no two variables closely 
related. 
Figure 4.3 illustrated neither a positive nor negative relationship between 
variables.  Here the null hypothesis (H01) could not be rejected since there was no 
significant relationship found between the average number of text messages the entire 
collective sample sent and received per month and their formal writing performance on 
the SAT writing section. 
Findings for Research Question 2 
Research question 2 asked: Is there a relationship between male students’ average 
monthly volume of text messaging and their formal writing performance on the SAT 
writing placement test?  Figure 4.4 illustrated neither a positive nor negative relationship 
between variables.  The Pearson correlation for male students only was .10 with a level of 
significance of .30.  Here the null hypothesis (H02) could not be rejected since there was 
no significant relationship found between the average number of text messages male 
students sent and received per month and their formal writing performance on the SAT 
writing section. 
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Findings for Research Question 3 
Research question 3 asked: Is there a relationship between female students’ 
average monthly volume of text messaging and their formal writing performance on the 
SAT writing placement test?  Figure 4.5 illustrated a negative relationship between the 
variables.  The Pearson correlation for female students was -.33 with a level of 
significance of .01.  Here the null hypothesis (H03) was rejected, correlating higher 
average number of text messages with a lower writing performance on the SAT writing 
section for female students. 
The regression equation for predicting text message volume is E(Y) = .440X text 
message volume + 494.16 where Beta (the probability of a Type II error) was just .003.  
The regression equation for predicting gender is Y = .003X texts + 494.16 where Beta 
was -.092.  The 95% confidence interval for the slope was -30.18 to 31.06 for gender and 
-.009 to .004 for average monthly text message volume. 
Findings for Research Question 4 
 Research question 4 asked: Is there a relationship between college students’ 
average monthly volume of text messaging and formal writing performance in their first 
semester college writing course?  The Pearson’s r for the correlation between the Writing 
I final grades and average monthly text message volume is negative at -.15 with a level of 
significance of .08.  This was the second best level of significance in the study, but too 
high above .05 to be statistically significant.  The Pearson and 1-tailed test showed no 
two variables closely related.  Figure 4.8 illustrated neither a positive or negative 
relationship between variables.  Here the null hypothesis (H04) could not be rejected since 
there was no significant relationship found between the average number of text messages 
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the entire collective sample sent and received per month and their formal writing 
performance as based on their freshman Writing I course final grade.   
Findings for Research Question 5 
Research question 5 asked: Is there a relationship between male college students’ 
average monthly volume of text messaging and formal writing performance in their first 
semester college writing course?  The Pearson correlation for male students only was  
-.10 with a level of significance of .28.  Figure 4.9 illustrated neither a positive nor 
negative relationship between variables.  Here the null hypothesis (H05) could not be 
rejected since there was no significant relationship found between the average number of 
text messages male students sent and received per month and their formal writing 
performance as based on their freshman Writing I course final grade.   
Findings for Research Question 6 
Research question 6 asked: Is there a relationship between female college 
students’ average monthly volume of text messaging and formal writing performance in 
their first semester college writing course?  The Pearson correlation for male students 
only was -.18 with a level of significance of .09.  Figure 4.10 illustrated neither a positive 
nor negative relationship between variables.  Here the null hypothesis (H06) could not be 
rejected since there was no significant relationship found between the average number of 
text messages female students sent and received per month and their formal writing 
performance as based on their freshman Writing I course final grade.   
The regression equation for predicting text message volume is E(Y) = .137X text 
message volume + 3.15 where Beta (the probability of a Type II error) was .13.  The 
regression equation for predicting gender is Y = .-2.94E-005X texts + 3.15 where Beta 
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was -.15.  The 95% confidence interval for the slope was -.08 to .36 for gender and .00 to 
.00 for average monthly text message volume.   
Discussion and Implications 
 This research applied to other similar studies by building upon Plester’s 
assessment on texting and literacy by examining an older age group and cross-examining 
the age group of the study by Rosen and his colleagues.  Unlike Dr. Beverly Plester’s 
studies on younger children that showed a positive correlation between text message 
volume and their competence with literacy and language (Plester, Wood, & Joshi, 2009, 
p. 158), this study on college students revealed mostly no positive correlation between 
text message volume and formal college writing scores. 
The results of research question #3 in this study were more closely related to the 
study by Larry Rosen, Jennifer Chang, Lynne Erwin, L. Mark Carrier, and Nancy A. 
Cheever (2010) whose research showed a negative correlation between texting volume 
and formal writing among young adults (p. 433).  While five of the six tests showed no 
significant correlation, the results of research question #3 in the present study indicated 
that a relationship may exist between the number of text messages female students sent 
and received on average (before taking the SAT) and their formal writing performance on 
the SAT writing test. 
For the SAT writing test analysis, the Pearson correlation for female students was  
-.33 with a level of significance of .01.  For the Writing I grade analysis, the Pearson 
correlation for female students was -.18 with a level of significance of .09.  The Writing I 
grade analysis did not reach statistical significance below .05 and the correlation was less 
negative than in the SAT writing test analysis.  This data however, may suggest that as 
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female students mature beyond high school, the relationship between their text message 
frequency and quality of formal writing performance decreases.  At the very least, the 
study showed the negative correlation between the SAT writing test and the average 
monthly volume of text messages for female students to be significant. 
Lenhart, Ling, Campbell, and Purcell (2010) revealed that high school age 
females “are the most active texters, with 14-17 year-old girls typically sending and 
receiving 100 text messages a day, or more than 3000 texts a month” (p. 31).  This was 
supported by Plester’s studies on younger students, which found that females 
demonstrated a greater knowledge of textisms compared to males (Plester, Wood, & 
Joshi, 2009, p. 157).   
The implications of the current study receive further support by Faulkner and 
Culwin’s study which showed that the volume of text messaging tends to decline with 
age (Faulkner & Culwin, 2005, p. 180).  Their study indicated that text messaging was 
more popular with females and that males had a tendency to send shorter text messages 
than females (p. 181). 
The study by Rosen and his colleagues found that females reported using more 
contextual and linguistic textisms in comparison to males (p. 434).  Their study indicated 
that “those participants with some college who reported sending more text messages 
demonstrated worse formal writing” (Rosen, Chang, Erwin, Carrier & Cheever, 2010, p. 
433) and that “the negative associations between texting and literacy … appear to 
moderate to some degree by gender and by level of education in young adults” (p. 437). 
A study of 151,316 students (54 percent female) by Krista D. Mattern, Brian F. 
Patterson, Emily J. Shaw, Jennifer L. Kobrin, and Sandra M. Barbuti (2008) revealed that 
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“females, on average, score higher on the SAT writing section (SAT-W) (F = 557, M = 
550)” (p. 5), which may account for there being no significant correlation between text 
message frequency and SAT writing scores when examining males independently or 
males and females together.  Drouin (2011) noted that:  
These different samples have the potential to produce contradictory 
results, as do the different methodologies used (e.g. literacy tasks and 
methods of analysis). Moreover, it is possible that the text messaging 
boom that has taken place in the United States in the last few years may 
have affected the relationships between texting and literacy. (p. 72) 
It is also possible that that as text messaging becomes more popular, that “college 
students with greater reading and spelling abilities may be using text messaging 
more frequently, or that those with poorer literacy skills may be using text 
messaging less frequently” (Drouin, 2011, p. 72).  There are so many angles to 
approach on this subject matter that the research in this field has only just begun. 
Limitations of the Study 
The study had a number of limitations.  First, it was targeted only toward 
freshman college students from one institution.  The students at this college were not the 
most ethnically diverse and were predominantly between the ages of 18 and 24.  Second, 
the study only averaged two months of text message volume during the two months 
before the time students took the SAT for their monthly mean texting average in this 
correlation—and only averaged two months of text message volume during the two 
months before the time students took their formal writing college course for their 
monthly mean texting average in this correlation.  These limitations were set to 
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encourage student participation by not overwhelming them with a larger amount of data 
to present to the researcher. 
Further limitations included the fact that test results from the last time the students 
took the SAT exam could have been up to two to three years old, at a time where the 
students may not have had a cell phone.  The study was limited in scope in that it only set 
out to seek a relationship between monthly text message volume and one validated 
writing instrument with the SAT writing score—and only sought a relationship between 
monthly text message volume and one college writing course grade.  In revealing the 
research questions to the students before distributing the questionnaire, the researcher 
may have introduced a potential for bias in some of their responses. 
In addition, the Writing I course grades may not have served as an accurate 
reflection of every students’ formal college writing skills, as these grades may consist of 
a combination of writing projects in addition to students’ attendance, punctuality, 
participation, and other measures of classroom performance.  One positive factor in this 
limitation was the results of the attitudinal data based on the scale question statement, 
“My Writing I final grade is an accurate reflection of my formal college writing skills.”  
This data was analyzed twice: first from all 127 participants who completed the 
questionnaire (see Table 4.1) and then from the isolated population of 92 participants that 
was included in the Writing I correlational analysis (see Table 4.2).  In both data sets, 
over 78% of the students selected “somewhat agree” or better—and over 55% of these 
students selected “agree” to strongly agree” as an indicator that their Writing I final grade 
was an accurate reflection of their formal college writing skills. 
Other limitations included not examining the students’ text message sent and 
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received totals separately, because at the time of the study some providers did not 
separate these totals on their monthly statements.  Also, the study did not examine the 
students’ cell phone plans (e.g. the number of free talk minutes or any text message limits 
they may have been restricted to following each month).  Lastly, the study did not 
examine the students’ cell phone capabilities (e.g. whether they had a Blackberry, other 
smart phone, or a phone with a keyboard interface that could result in easier texting). 
Recommendations for Future Research 
This research is one of a small handful of studies just beginning to examine this 
new and rapidly growing technology and its impact on the educational performance of 
students.  The results showed a strong normal distribution in the SAT writing score test 
and a significant negative correlation between female students’ SAT writing score and 
their number of average monthly text messages. 
Because of the relatively small sample size of this study and the significant 
negative correlation found between female students’ SAT writing score and number of 
average monthly text messages, future correlational studies using the SAT writing score 
and gender are recommended.  Some closely-related future studies on this subject could 
include comparing students’ average monthly text message volume to other validated 
writing tests, such as the ACT (American College Test) COMPASS (Computerized 
Adaptive Placement Assessment & Support System) exam. 
Since this study only sought to find a relationship between its variables, continued 
studies could be conducted to determine if one variable actually leads to the other and 
why.  The concept of this study as a whole may encourage future research on the 
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correlation between the volume of various other types of technology usage and the 
quality of formal writing by both college students and younger children as well. 
Summary 
 This study was significant to the subject in that it addressed the question that so 
many teachers, parents, and students have about the potential relationship(s) between 
SMS technology and students’ formal writing skills in the classroom: Is there a 
relationship between students’ average monthly volume of text messaging and their 
formal writing performance?  
  The data from this study and previous studies like it suggest that as female 
students mature beyond high school, the relationship between their text message 
frequency and quality of formal writing performance may decrease.  The results of the 
study may lead educators and students toward a greater understanding of how text 
messaging volume and a teenager’s writing development are related.  This perspective 
could provide administrative insight as to how text messaging should be managed and 
used by and within an educational institution.  At the very least, this synthesis of 
information and the findings of the research may help direct future studies on this subject.  
 This project was important to the college of study by putting the institution on the 
record as one of the pioneering institutions to participate in this area of research.  Further 
research and references to this study may also enhance the reputation of the school’s 
Communication curriculum, which is presently one of the fastest growing majors at the 
college.   
Future correlational studies comparing formal writing scores and gender are 
recommended, as are continued studies that attempt to determine if one variable leads to 
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the other and why.  Lastly, future studies could be conducted in this area to seek a 
correlation between the volume of other types of technology use and educational 
performance measures by both college students and younger children alike.  
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Appendix A: Growth of Text Message Communication versus Other Forms of 
Communication 
 
 
 
(Lenhart, Ling, Campbell, & Purcell, 2010, p. 45) 
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Appendix B: Teen-Favored Acronyms 
 
 
 
(Olsen, 2006, p. 2) 
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Appendix C: Demographics of Teens Who Text 
 
 
 
(Lenhart, Ling, Campbell, & Purcell, 2010, p. 31) 
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Appendix D: Voluntary Student Questionnaire 
 
This questionnaire is being administered to collect data for Professor Brian Wardyga’s doctoral dissertation 
at Liberty University. 
 
Circle one answer each: 
 
1. I am a:   a) male   b) female 
 
2. My age is:   a) 18 to 21   b) Over 21 
 
3. My best SAT Writing Score was (number should be 200 – 800): __________  *If you do not 
recall your SAT writing score, just leave it blank. 
 
4. My total number of text messages (sent & received) during the last 2 months (before this month): 
 
Month 1: _______________   Month 2: _______________    
 
5. My total number of text messages (sent & received) during the 2 months before I took the SAT: 
 
Month 1: _______________   Month 2: _______________    
 
*If you do not have instant access to your text message totals, just call customer service right now at: 
 
AT&T  By Phone: 1-800-331-0500 or just dial 611 from your wireless phone  
By Online Account: https://www.att.com/olam/registrationAction.olamexecute  
 
Sprint  By Phone: 1-888-211-4727 or just dial *2 from your wireless phone 
By Online Account: https://mysprint.sprint.com/mysprint/pages/sl/common/ 
 createProfile.jsp?notMeClicked=true 
 
T-Mobile By Phone: 1-877-453-1304 or just dial 611 from your wireless phone  
  By Online Account: https://my.t-mobile.com/Login/Registration.aspx  
 
Verizon  By Phone: 1-800-922-0204 or just dial 611 from your wireless phone 
By Online Account: https://myaccount.verizonwireless.com/accessmanager/ 
public/controller?action=displayRegistration&goto= 
 
6. My Writing I final grade is an accurate reflection of my formal college writing skills. 
a) strongly agree     b) agree     c) somewhat agree     d) disagree     e) strongly disagree 
 
Informed Consent: 
 
By signing below, I agree that above information is 100% accurate to my knowledge.  I agree to provide 
electronic or printed proof of my text message totals.  My signature provides Professor Wardyga with 
permission to obtain or verify my final grade for this writing class and my SAT writing score from the 
Registrar’s Office.  This informed consent assures students that their info will be confidential, secure, used 
only for the purpose of this study, and will be destroyed properly at the end of the study.  Students have the 
option to discontinue the study at any time.  Finally, your professor will not be aware of whose scores are 
being used and whose are not (i.e. participation in this study will not affect your grades in this class). 
 
Name (Print Clearly): ____________________________________________________________ 
 
Signature: ____________________________________________   Date: ___________________ 
 
Email Address: ________________________________________   Cell #: __________________  
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Appendix E: Consent Form 
 
The Relationship Between Text Message Volume and  
Formal Writing Performance Among Upper Level High School  
Students and College Freshmen 
Brian J. Wardyga 
Liberty University 
School of Education 
 
You are invited to be in a research study seeking a relationship between text message 
volume and formal writing performance at the high school and college level.  You were 
selected as a possible participant because you are a college freshman student who has 
recently taken the SAT writing test, have completed Writing I, and who is assumed to use 
a cell phone for texting as a regular means of communication.  Please read this form and 
ask any questions you may have before agreeing to participate in the study. 
 
This study is being conducted by: Brian J. Wardyga, Assistant Professor of 
Communication at Lasell College and Doctoral student for the School of Education at 
Liberty University.  
 
Background Information: 
 
The purpose of this study is to reveal whether there is a relationship between students’ 
average monthly volume of text messaging and formal writing performance at the high 
school and college level.  The study seeks to determine whether there is a relationship 
between the number of text messages that college students send and their scores on the 
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) writing test.  A second correlational examination will be 
made between students’ more recent average text message volume and their final Writing 
I grades at the end of the semester.  Each study will also examine gender as a possible 
contributing factor in such correlations. 
 
Procedures: 
 
If you agree to be in this voluntary study, you will be asked to complete a short 
questionnaire indicating your gender, college class, your best SAT Writing Score, your 
Writing I final grade, your total number of text messages during the months of August 
and September 2011, and your total number of text messages during the 2 months before 
they took the SAT.  By completing and signing the questionnaire, you provide Brian 
Wardyga permission to verify your final grade for this writing class and your SAT 
writing score with the Registrar’s Office.  This informed consent assures you that your 
information will be kept confidential and secure, used only for the purpose of this study, 
and will be destroyed properly at the end of the study.  You have the option to 
discontinue the study at any time.  Finally, your professor will not be aware of whose 
scores are being used and whose are not (i.e. participation in this study will not affect 
your grades in this class).  
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Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study 
 
Participants are at minimal risk in this research.  They will be asked to answer a handful 
of questions that are not unlike questions they filled out when applying to college or 
questions on a take home.  The entire process shouldn't take the average participant more 
than 15 minutes to complete and is not expected to have a lasting impact on them 
mentally, emotionally or physically. 
 
The most difficult part of the survey may be for students to contact the cell phone 
provider for their text message totals, which can be done via phone, text, or email--where 
students will be able to use the communication method they are most comfortable with. 
 
The only direct benefit the investigator can foresee for participants is development of 
knowledge on how to obtain their cell phone plan's text message information if they did 
not understand how to access this information prior to the questionnaire.  
 
This study would benefit society in the following ways: 
 
1.  It would address the question that so many teachers, parents, and students have about 
the potential relationship(s) between SMS technology and students’ formal writing skills 
in the classroom. 
 
2.  The study would lead educators and students to a greater understanding of how text 
messaging volume may relate to a teenager’s writing development and ability to 
effectively present him or herself through writing. 
 
3.  It would provide administrative insight as to how text messaging should be managed 
by the school; e.g. should it be encouraged or banned from the classroom?  
 
4.  It can be of value in solving the problem by providing theories about the 
relationship(s) to be tested with further research.  For example, if a relationship were to 
be found between high text message volume and low writing scores, studies could be 
conducted to determine if one variable leads to the other. 
 
5.  It would encourage future studies such as the association between the frequency 
and/or volume of technology usage and the quality of formal writing by students of all 
ages. 
 
Confidentiality: 
 
The records of this study will be kept private.  In any sort of report the investigator might 
publish, he will not include any information that will make it possible to identify a 
subject.  Research records will be stored securely and only the investigator will have 
access to the records.  All data will be collected in person by only the investigator and 
stored in a lockable file cabinet and/or password protected electronic database.  Careful 
attention will be made to not link survey information to participant identity.   
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Once the text message data is paired with the formal writing data, all electronic data 
containing participants' names will be both deleted and electronically shredded within a 
3-year period after the study, while hard copy data with participants' names will be 
physically shredded and disposed in the same timeframe. 
 
Voluntary Nature of the Study: 
 
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will 
not affect your current or future relations with the Liberty University or Lasell College.  
If you decide to participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at any 
time without affecting those relationships.  
 
Contacts and Questions: 
 
The researcher conducting this study is Brian J. Wardyga.  You may ask any questions 
you have now.  If you have questions later, you are encouraged to contact Brian at his 
office […], by phone at […], or by email at […].   
 
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to 
someone other than the researcher(s), you are encouraged to contact the Institutional 
Review Board, Dr. Fernando Garzon, Chair, 1971 University Blvd, Suite 1582, 
Lynchburg, VA 24502 or email at […]. 
 
You will be given a copy of this information to keep for your records. 
 
Statement of Consent: 
 
I have read and understood the above information. I have asked questions and have 
received answers. I consent to participate in the study. 
 
 
Participant Signature: _____________________________ Date: ______________ 
 
 
Signature of Investigator: __________________________ Date: ______________ 
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Appendix F: Participant Data Omitted from Both Tests Due to Missing and/or Non-
Validated Monthly Text Message Totals 
SAT:  
Respondent ID Gender Month A1 Month A2 Txt Mean (A) 
SAT 
Writing 
1666784981 female 1500 2000 1750.0  480 
1664614116 male 1432 1413 1422.5 n/a 
1664577180 female 200 300 250.0 n/a 
1664500271 male 53 41 47.0 n/a 
1664080537 female 10000 11000 10500.0 n/a 
1663856402 female 12000 10000 11000.0  530 
1662884743 female Over 1000 Over 1000 n/a  490 
1662867099 female 250 400 325.0 n/a 
1662615805 male 1234 900 1067.0 n/a 
1662517280 male don't know don't know n/a  480 
1662347810 female 500 600 550.0 n/a 
1662308072 male 988 1192 1090.0 n/a 
1662296297 female 986 998 992.0 n/a 
1662278839 male 1300 1800 1550.0  480 
1635101158 female n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1630517598 female 978 1124 1051.0  400 
1629961378 male 41 36 38.5  410 
1629604181 female 1058 997 1027.5 n/a 
1629523408 female 846 1241 1043.5  340 
1629453277 male 0 0 0.0 
 1628711892 female 1014 974 994.0 n/a 
1628685403 female 298 405 351.5  590 
1628641362 male 97 153 125.0  480 
1628605696 female 4719 5297 5008.0 n/a 
1628596745 female 0 0 0.0 n/a 
1628588080 male 393 435 414.0 n/a 
1628585635 female 288 225 256.5  580 
1628543122 female 1000 1000 1000.0  440 
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Appendix F Continued 
 
Writing I:  
Respondent ID Gender Month B1 Month B2 Txt Mean (B) 
Writing I 
Grade 
1666784981 female 1800 3000 2400.0 B 
1664614116 male 1245 1312 1278.5 B 
1664577180 female 9000 9500 9250.0 C 
1664500271 male 23 45 34.0 C 
1664080537 female 12000 8500 10250.0  F 
1663988774 female 3650 38976 21313.0 A 
1663856402 female 29000 27000 28000.0  A- 
1662884743 female Over 1000 Over 1000 n/a  B+ 
1662867099 female 543 582 562.5  B+ 
1662615805 male 1000 800 900.0  B+ 
1662517280 male over 1000 over 1000 n/a  A- 
1662347810 female 5000 8000 6500.0  B- 
1662308072 male 1072 1146 1109.0 C 
1662296297 female 1047 1379 1213.0 B 
1662278839 male 6000 7500 6750.0  A 
1662276043 female 21000 19478 20239.0 C 
1635101158 female 1955 765 1360.0  B- 
1630517598 female 1257 1169 1213.0  B+ 
1629961378 male 69 86 77.5  B+ 
1629604181 female 1003 1174 1088.5  A 
1629523408 female 956 1398 1177.0  B 
1629453277 male 0 0 0.0  C+ 
1628711892 female 10874 12148 11511.0 B 
1628685403 female 597 610 603.5  B+ 
1628641362 male 265 498 381.5  B- 
1628605696 female 5637 7430 6533.5  A- 
1628596745 female 987 512 749.5  B+ 
1628588080 male 230 332 281.0  B 
1628585635 female 908 344 626.0  A 
1628543122 female 1200 1200 1200.0  F 
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Appendix G: Participant Data Omitted from the SAT Correlational Analysis Due to 
Missing SAT Scores 
Respondent ID Gender Month A1 Month A2 Txt Mean (A) SAT Writing 
1664500271 male 53 41 47.0 n/a 
1663393102 female 1678 1786 1732.0 n/a 
1663286965 female unknown unknown n/a n/a 
1663066052 male 327 274 300.5 n/a 
1662867099 female 250 400 325.0 n/a 
1662308072 male 988 1192 1090.0 n/a 
1662296297 female 986 998 992.0 n/a 
1662290500 male 3567 3864 3715.5 n/a 
1635101158 female n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1633531196 male 3324 2213 2768.5 n/a 
1632849291 male 2,398 2,490 2444.0 n/a 
1631781699 male 4432 3815 4123.5 n/a 
1629604181 female 1058 997 1027.5 n/a 
1629453277 male 0 0 0.0 n/a 
1629340021 male 0 0 0.0 n/a 
1629296774 female 4589 5236 4912.5 n/a 
1629027791 male 178 256 217.0 n/a 
1628875244 female 1026 601 813.5 n/a 
1628839835 female 3778 4890 4334.0 n/a 
1628821031 female 1259 2049 1654.0 n/a 
1628671356 male 823 948 885.5.0 n/a 
1628667482 female 0 0 0.0 n/a 
1628605696 female 4719 5297 5008.0 n/a 
1628588080 male 393 435 414.0 n/a 
1628582306 female 980 775 877.5 n/a 
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Appendix H: Participant Data Omitted from the SAT Correlational Analysis Due to 
Missing or Non-Validated Pre-SAT Text Message Totals 
Respondent ID Gender Month A1: Month A2: Txt Mean (A) SAT Writing 
1663988774 female 34675 32478 33576.5  510 
1663286965 female unknown unknown n/a n/a 
1662517280 male don't know don't know n/a  480 
1662332184 female no access no access n/a  510 
1662276043 female 19878 22576 21227.0  700 
1635101158 female n/a n/a n/a n/a 
1630868292 female n/a n/a n/a  410 
1629961378 male 41 36 38.5  410 
1629523408 female 846 1241 1043.5  340 
1628685403 female 298 405 351.5  590 
1628641362 male 97 153 125.0  480 
1628607289 male 76 71 73.5 n/a 
1628596745 female 0 0 0.0 n/a 
1628585635 female 288 225 256.5  580 
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Appendix I: Participant Data Omitted from the Writing I Correlational Analysis 
Due to Placing Out of Writing I Prior to Their First College Semester 
Respondent 
ID Gender Month B1 Month B2 Txt Mean (B) 
Writing I  
Final Grade 
1663606953 female 17 34 25.5.0  Adv Placement  
1628871267 female 3919 2221 3070.0  Adv placement 
1628814120 female 562 2031 1296.5  Adv placement 
1628805448 male 4780 4508 4644.0  Adv placement 
1628658663 male 3528 5029 4278.5  Adv Placement 
1628597682 female 1006 2034 1520.0  Adv placement 
1628560255 male 341 466 403.5  Adv placement 
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Appendix J: Sample Participant Data Tested for the SAT Writing Score 
Correlational Analysis 
Respondent ID Gender Month A1 Month A2 Txt Mean (A) SAT (A) 
1670188179 female 1497 1546 1521.5  400 
1663880609 female 0 0 0  520 
1663762623 male 689 827 758  430 
1663633697 male 344 231 287.5  390 
1663426584 female 3024 2651 2837.5  370 
1663343605 female 789 421 605  510 
1662943838 male 6059 7003 6531  480 
1662562136 female 3546 4354 3950  420 
1662514361 male 1298 1462 1380  520 
1662480807 male 2023 3034 2528.5  580 
1662480095 male 375 422 398.5  490 
1662451957 female 7098 9941 8519.5  490 
1662413022 female 569 537 553  490 
1662395182 female 2938 2938 2938  540 
1662319977 female 927 753 840  600 
1662313657 male 808 979 893.5  510 
1662306529 male 932 878 905  570 
1662294263 male 547 623 585  470 
1634606811 male 9546 8319 8932.5  390 
1634539682 female 300 100 200  480 
1634325835 female 3129 3245 3187  440 
1632593820 female 1324 1234 1279  470 
1632477498 female 2175 2085 2130  500 
1630957174 female 1145 989 1067  460 
1630659910 male 564 487 525.5  560 
1630180726 female 1593 1389 1491  450 
1630129939 male 2064 1837 1950.5  520 
1630094533 female 508 636 572  470 
1630039261 female 3562 3265 3413.5 420 
1629914329 female 1765 1870 1817.5  490 
1629907123 female 106 119 112.5  430 
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1629811552 male 1341 1457 1399  470 
1629715556 female 2353 3000 2676.5  500 
1629676638 female 0 0 0  480 
1629594089 female 602 773 687.5  470 
1629558344 female 478 699 588.5  460 
1629504075 female 123 156 139.5  500 
1629457634 female 8930 6385 7657.5  530 
1629353636 female 897 954 925.5  480 
1629256768 female 2409 1578 1993.5  480 
1629231189 female 874 1562 1218  560 
1629212584 male 2284 2886 2585  440 
1628927498 male 213 197 205  530  
1628915177 female 4003 4233 4118  490 
1628911293 male 1345 1238 1291.5  400 
1628910912 male 2810 2901 2855.5  390 
1628866047 female 400 121 260.5  510 
1628861524 female 702 868 785  430 
1628814223 female 5 5 5  590 
1628800760 female 675 754 714.5  570 
1628797347 female 4269 4371 4320  410 
1628794653 female 420 366 393  510 
1628777600 male 70 89 79.5  340 
1628761682 male 105 112 108.5  400 
1628759492 female 374 277 325.5  620 
1628731887 male 3124 2869 2996.5  480 
1628725605 male 12304 12763 12533.5  500 
1628705460 female 4187 4756 4471.5 460 
1628705207 female 506 458 482 510 
1628686493 female 2436 2943 2689.5  420 
1628676270 female 1956 2152 2054  520 
1628673581 male 2495 2073 2284  550 
1628661262 male 0 0 0  520 
1628620008 female 3558 4765 4161.5  470 
1628605802 male 1000 985 992.5  390 
1628592753 female 1687 2430 2058.5  590 
1628576938 female 234 256 245  600 
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1628566571 female 654 598 626  490 
1628543079 male 368 387 377.5  490 
1628532839 female 3526 3491 3508.5  430 
1628506472 male 1 2 1.5  540 
1663606953 female 0 0 0 550 
1628871267 female 5445 6332 5888.5  400 
1628814120 female 1378 947 1162.5 n/a 
1628805448 male 3476 4109 3792.5  670 
1628658663 male 8051 7412 7731.5  610 
1628597682 female 4361 3472 3916.5  470 
1628560255 male 0 0 0  540 
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Appendix K: Sample Participant Data Tested for the Writing I Final Grade 
Correlational Analysis 
Respondent ID Gender Month B1 Month B2 Txt Mean (B) 
Writing I 
Grade (B) 
1628506472 male 2 2 2 2.7 
1628532839 female 2078 635 1356.5 3.0 
1628543079 male 523 489 506 2.3 
1628566571 female 515 663 589 3.3 
1628576938 female 250 354 302 2.7 
1628582306 female 1389 1234 1311.5 2.7 
1628592753 female 1987 2916 2451.5 3.0 
1628605802 male 4233 6622 5427.5 2.0 
1628607289 male 97 23 60 3.0 
1628620008 female 4000 3056 3528 3.0 
1628661262 male 0 0 0 4.0 
1628667482 female 135 103 119 2.3 
1628671356 male 1474 1576 1525 3.0 
1628673581 male 1539 1892 1715.5 3.0 
1628676270 female 1611 2152 1881.5 3.7 
1628686493 female 900 700 800 3.3 
1628705207 female 381 425 403 3.3 
1628705460 female 5413 6372 5892.5 3.7 
1628725605 male 3252 4631 3941.5 3.3 
1628731887 male 2346 3267 2806.5 3.0 
1628759492 female 300 352 326 3.0 
1628761682 male 50 75 62.5 3.0 
1628777600 male 110 90 100 3.7 
1628794653 female 530 700 615 3.7 
1628797347 female 4458 5642 5050 3.7 
1628800760 female 1997 2237 2117 3.7 
1628814223 female 10 50 30 3.7 
1628821031 female 3456 4709 4082.5 3.3 
1628839835 female 4352 5753 5052.5 2.7 
1628861524 female 1490 1234 1362 4.0 
1628866047 female 300 276 288 3.0 
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1628875244 female 420 503 461.5 2.7 
1628910912 male 3281 3829 3555 3.3 
1628911293 male 3671 3774 3722.5 3.0 
1628915177 female 2881 3981 3431 2.7 
1628927498 male 210 204 207 3.0 
1629027791 male 112 130 121 2.7 
1629212584 male 3947 4223 4085 2.7 
1629231189 female 1273 1958 1615.5 3.3 
1629256768 female 1004 782 893 3.0 
1629296774 female 3226 5992 4609 2.3 
1629340021 male 0 1 0.5 3.7 
1629353636 female 1345 1232 1288.5 3.7 
1629457634 female 14233 10459 12346 3.3 
1629504075 female 846 1256 1051 3.0 
1629558344 female 456 689 572.5 3.3 
1629594089 female 800 750 775 3.7 
1629676638 female 20 26 23 4.0 
1629715556 female 2642 2520 2581 3.3 
1629811552 male 1156 1572 1364 2.0 
1629907123 female 143 139 141 4.0 
1629914329 female 2134 2061 2097.5 3.7 
1630039261 female 1323 1236 1279.5 2.7 
1630094533 female 1947 3508 2727.5 3.7 
1630129939 male 4542 4789 4665.5 3.3 
1630180726 female 2784 1957 2370.5 3.3 
1630659910 male 1187 1043 1115 3.3 
1630868292 female 18729 17678 18203.5 2.3 
1630957174 female 947 1017 982 3.7 
1631781699 male 3244 4200 3722 2.7 
1632477498 female 2493 2242 2367.5 3.3 
1632593820 female 1123 1286 1204.5 3.7 
1632849291 male 4202 5150 4676 2.7 
1633531196 male 2343 5436 3889.5 3.0 
1634325835 female 3386 3418 3402 2.0 
1634539682 female 180 260 220 3.3 
1634606811 male 3586 2237 2911.5 4.0 
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1635101158 female 1955 765 1360 2.7 
1662290500 male 1137 1249 1193 3.0 
1662294263 male 553 507 530 2.0 
1662306529 male 950 1043 996.5 4.0 
1662313657 male 854 753 803.5 3.7 
1662319977 female 718 619 668.5 3.0 
1662332184 female 1310 1442 1376 3.3 
1662395182 female 2938 2938 2938 2.0 
1662413022 female 631 748 689.5 3.3 
1662451957 female 5689 6194 5941.5 3.7 
1662480095 male 257 327 292 3.0 
1662480807 male 6054 7243 6648.5 4.0 
1662514361 male 1342 2073 1707.5 3.0 
1662562136 female 5765 4987 5376 4.0 
1662943838 male 7067 6908 6987.5 2.7 
1663066052 male 521 354 437.5 4.0 
1663286965 female 300 383 341.5 3.0 
1663286965 female 300 383 341.5 3.0 
1663343605 female 976 402 689 3.3 
1663393102 female 1676 1786 1731 3.7 
1663426584 female 3256 4025 3640.5 3.0 
1663633697 male 700 633 666.5 3.0 
1663762623 male 600 542 571 3.3 
1663880609 female 2341 983 1662 3.3 
1670188179 female 1667 1704 1685.5 3.3 
 
 
